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ABSTRACT
THEORETICAL STUDY OF DUST-FILLED HII REGIONS
by
Lee A. Collins
Motivated by recent observational data in the infra¬
red indicating strong continuum emission from diffuse
nebulae and by some considerably improved calculations
of atomic parameters governing nebular processes, a com¬
prehensive, theoretical model for HII regions was devised
from which the ionization and electron structures were de¬
rived.

Spherically symmetric models including both gas and

dust grain processes were calculated for a variety of
exciting stellar spectrums and for various gas and dust
densities and dust parameters.

The results of our dust-free

models using older values of atomic parameters agreed quite
well with previously published models.

The inclusion of

the new rates for atomic processes produced model HII
regions with electron temperatures which averaged several
hundred degrees below those of past calculations.

The

presence of dust was found to decrease both the size and
temperature of the model regions, with the dust dominating
the structural determination once the dust-to-gas ratio
exceeded 10

In some models dominated by dust, the tem¬

perature profiles were lowered by more than one thousand
degrees compared to those of the dust-free models,

indicating that HII regions may be much cooler than pre¬
viously anticipated.

Calculations of the infrared emission

from the dust within the region gave rather good agreement
with observational studies, lending strong support to models
of HII regions that include both gas and dust.

'Is there any point to which you wish to draw ray
attention?'
'To the curious incident of the dog in the
night-time.'
'The dog did nothing in the night-time.'
•That was the curious incident,' remarked Sherlock
Holmes..

A. Conan Doyle
"Silver Blaze"
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the various members of the galactic population
is the diffuse nebula or HII region.

These objects are

characterized by an extensive gas envelope surrounding one
or more type 0 or B stars.

The intense ultraviolet spec¬

trum of such a star ionizes the predominantly hydrogen gas
shell forming a large, tenuous emission region about the
star.

The initial theoretical studies of these vast systems

thirty years ago yielded estimates of their physical sizes.
Over the past twenty-five years more and more sophisticated
models have been developed of the gross structure of the
electron temperature until this feature has become fairly
well understood.

Along with this theoretical endeavor,

optical and radio spectra have provided the detailed infor¬
mation needed for even more comprehensive modeling of
nebulae.

The early results were quite encouraging, and a

basic understanding of the physics of such regions seemed
to be sound.

Then, slightly over five years ago, observa¬

tions in the infrared measured large continuum excesses
which were not explained by the gaseous models.

Many

workers suggested that this emission must be due to dust
grains and preliminary fits to the observed infrared spec¬
trum seemed to verify this assumption.

The present study

was instigated to further investigate the physics of dustfilled HII regions with an aim to explaining the new infra¬
red measurements.

Our approach was to construct the models

Z

for these regions beginning from first principles.

This

involved determining the basic gas and dust physics govern¬
ing these objects.

We then solved the resulting equations

with various model parameters to determine the size of the
HII region and the variation of electron temperature and
ionization equilibrium with distance from the exciting
star.

The gas part of this problem had previously been

investigated by other authors.

To this, we added the dust

physics together with any coupling processes between the
gas and the dust.

In the last few years, very comprehensive

calculations have yielded greatly improved values for a
number of relevant atomic collisional cross sections and
transition probabilities.

Our models have been consider¬

ably enhanced over earlier calculations by the inclusion of
these new data.

Once the effects of the inclusion of dust

and the new atomic data were ascertained, models, where
applicable, were used to find observable parameters that
could be compared with existing experimental data.

The

success of such comparisons indicates the validity of the
dust-gas models for HII regions.

Chapter 2

Description of the Problem

The main problem under investigation is the structure
of model dust-filled HII regions.

The structural features

of interest are the number densities of the major ionized
species, the electron temperature, and the temperature of
the dust grains.

Each of these features is, in turn, re¬

lated to certain observable parameters.

For example, the

variation of the grain temperature over a nebula is employed
in theoretical calculations of the infrared flux that should
be observed at the earth.

The gas and dust processes that

operate in the nebula determine the values of the various
structural features at each point.

Certain processes in¬

crease these values while others reduce them.

As the models

were assumed to be static, the number densities of ionized
species and the electron and grain temperatures are thus
determined by some form of steady-state balance between
these competing processes.
The number density of a particular ionized species at
a certain point in the nebula or its normalized form, the
ionization fraction (the ratio of the number density of
ions of a certain degree to the total number density of the
species), is determined by the balance between the number
of photoionizations per unit volume per unit time and the
number of recombinations per unit volume per unit time.
The mathematical analogue of this equality is termed the
ionization equation for the species under consideration.
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A distinct ionization equation exists for each ion of each
species present in the nebula.

The processes that govern

an ionization equation for a particular ion at a given
point in the model nebula are considered in greater detail.
The process of photoionization is dependent not only on the
number density of ions and the photoionization cross section
but also on the radiation field.

The photoionization

cross section for an ion is determined by quantum mechani¬
cal considerations.

The radiation field at this position

is governed by the surface flux from the exciting star, the
geometry of the nebula, and the amount of attenuation that
has occurred to this point.

The surface flux is calculated

from model stellar atmospheres.

The geometry of the system

is displayed in the basic form of the ionization equation,
and the attenuation is expressed as a process dependent
parameter called the "optical depth."

On the other hand,

the recombination process is dependent on the recombination
cross section, the number densities of the electrons and
ions, the velocity distribution of the electrons, and the
electron temperature.

The number density of the electrons

is simply the sum of the ion number densities.

Since the

electrons are in local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE),
their velocity distribution is Maxwellian.

Thus, if the

cross sections, distributions, and radiation field parame¬
ters are known, the ionization equation can be solved for
the number density of a particular ion in terms of the
number densities of the other ions in its species.

The

absolute number densities are then found by simultaneously
solving the number density relations for each species.
As the electrons in HII regions are in thermodynami¬
cal equilibrium, the electron temperature is determined by
the balance between the rates at which energy is lost and
gained by the electrons.

The mathematical expression for

this equality is called the energy balance equation.

The

electrons gain energy by the processes of photoionization
and collisional de-excitation.

The factors determining

photoionization have already been considered.

The amount

of energy gain by electrons in collisions which de-excite
atoms or ions is dependent on the electron temperature, the
de-excitation cross section, the velocity distribution of
the electrons, and the level populations of the target atom
The velocity distribution is Maxwellian, and the level
populations may be determined from a detailed balancing of
the collisional and radiative processes affecting the spe¬
cies.

On the other hand, the electrons may lose energy by

recombinations and collisional excitations.

Recombinations

have already been treated, and the factors governing col¬
lisional excitation are essentially the same as those for
de-excitations.

Thus, if the parameters governing each

process are known at each point in the nebula, the energy
balance equation may be solved for the electron temperature
The grain temperature is determined by the balance
between the rates at which energy is lost or gained by the
grains.

The mathematical expression of this equality is

termed the grain balance equation.

The principal mechanism

by which grains lose energy is black body radiation.

The

amount of energy lost by this radiative process is depend¬
ent on the number density of grains, the efficiency factor
or cross section, and the grain temperature.

Grains may

gain energy by absorbing photons from the stellar field and
by Coulomb interactions with principally electrons and pro¬
tons.

The absorption process is dependent on the number

density of grains and the same field parameters as the
ionization fraction.

The energy gained by Couloirb inter¬

actions is regulated by the grain and atomic particle
number densities, the cross section, the charge on the
grain, and the electron temperature.

The grain charge is

found by balancing the various collisional processes that
contribute to charging it, while the other processes depend
on factors previously discussed.

Again, once the parameters

that govern these processes are determined, the grain
balance equation can be solved for the grain temperature.
From the functional dependence of the grain temperature
with distance, the infrared flux from the nebula observed
at the earth may be calculated.
In the above discussion, the three major balance equa¬
tions that determine the main structural features of the
nebula were treated separately.

However, as is evident

from the quantities that govern these processes, the ioni¬
zation, energy balance, and the grain balance equations
are all coupled.

For example, the recombination process

in the ionization equation depends on the electron tempera¬
ture while this temperature is calculated from an equation
that depends on the ionization fraction.

Finally, the photo¬

ionization process governing the ionization equation is
dependent on the attenuation which, in turn, is a function
of the grain properties.

A rough schematic diagram is pre¬

sented on the following page to indicate the major struc¬
tural features, what processes govern them, and what types
of observable parameters each feature determines.

To

investigate these procedures in more depth, the following
text is divided into three main sections.

The first of

these (Chapters 3-8) explains the major atomic and dust
processes from microscopic and macroscopic viewpoints.
These processes are then coupled in the second section
(Chapters 9-10) to construct the overall physics of the
nebulae from which model calculations can be obtained.
Finally, the third section (Chapters 11-14) summarizes and
discusses the important results and consequences of the
calculated models.

Nebular processes Involving the Gas and Dust

// photo ionizations ® // recombinations
ionization

equation

\ x and y)

[ size]

Nebular Processes Involving the Gas and Dust
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Chapter 3

Photoionization

The process of photoionization involves a photon of
energy hi5 incident upon an atomic system of bound electrons.
The photon is absorbed by the system, and if its energy is
greater than that needed to raise one of the electrons into
the continuum, the atomic electron is freed with energy

2

'

If the atomic electron were originally in state i

with an energy E^<0, conservation of energy demands
h"i>

A.

2
+ E^ = ^smv^

Theory
The quantum mechanical aspects of this problem are

treated in the framework of time dependent perturbation
theory with the radiation field acting as a perturbation
to the initial atomic Hamiltonian.

The perturbation

Hamiltonian which represents the interaction of the radia¬
tion field with the electrons of the atom can be generalized
from the classical Hamiltonian (Goldstein, 1950)

for such

a system to yield

*

jw -- *
w

^

A*

3.1)

9

fit' =

t
- ». IV £ - u>t^

J

Here p. represents the momentum of the atomic electron i,
*
k and X determine the momentum and polarization of the
incident photon, is the scalar potential, and V is the
volume of a box sufficiently large that the waves within
obey periodic boundary conditions,
for the vector potential where

%

ft

is the operator

and

are the annihi¬

lation and creation operators which respectively remove or
A

add a photon of momentum k and polarization A

from or to

Vr'

represents

v

the second quantized radiation field.

>

A

the number of photons in each k X state.

>••• v,"-ï '

As usual,

N^+1...>

.

If only absorption is considered (i.e. the initial
state is an atomic state | i^

with the field state l... MW mV

and the final state consists of an unbound electron state
I f} with the field state

and calculations are per¬

formed in the transverse gauge keeping terms of first order
in A,

then the application of the Golden Rule yields a

transition rate T

from the bound state i of energy

to

the continuum state f with energy

is*.* \ <*i
s) T t *

of

N

3.2)

Here the operations on the radiation field have been
performed,

hv = E^ - E^ ; and

The cross section

o((>»

is defined such that the total

energy absorbed is equal to the product of the cross sec¬
tion,

the incident number of photons, the energy density,

and the frequency range considered.

The total energy ab¬

sorbed is also equal to the product of the probability of
an absorption Ï1

and the energy absorbed -fito for the par¬

ticular frequency range.

Equating these two definitions,

the expression for the cross section becomes

(Baym, 1969)

P

3.3)

The initial states involve only bound electrons and
their general representation can be found by solving the
unperturbed bound state Hamiltonian.

The final states in¬

volve an ion with one less electron and a continuum electron.
The simplest example is hydrogen, in which case, the initial
state functions are the familiar hydrogenic wave functions
and the final states are the Coulomb functions.

In order to make the problem tractable for more complex
atoms, the standard dipole approximation to the radiation
field is made.

This takes the form

b-r ~ !

3.4)

k.
giving

i
~ ~

=■

v

»

<n«u>

}

it»

where P = jlpi is the total particle momentum, R =

» AM

*'• ». *•

is the sum of the electronic positions, HQ is the unper¬
turbed Hamiltonian, 6; is the energy of the final state,
p

is the free electron momentum,

is the energy of the

initial state, and m is the electronic mass.
3.4)

Using equation

in equation 3.3) and summing over incident polariza¬

tions and integrating over solid angles, the result is

1

I <41RU>\

3.5)

ïC

Finally,

the total cross section is found by averaging over

the initial states and summing over the final states of
the system as

OCW) =

Saleh)
3C

£ Si' £
4
JL

l<URU>la
~

,
*

3.6)

where CO^ is the statistical weight of the ith level.
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The initial state for an N-electron atom may be con^
structed by the Hartree-Fock self-consistent field method.
The standard form is taken to be

I US

lr

>

where L and S are the total orbital and spin angular momenta
formed by vector coupling the N single electron momenta.
The final state wavefunction \*> is more complicated as it
»

consists of both the ion and the outgoing electron.

The

state function for the ion with N-l electrons is also con¬
structed by the Hartree-Fock methods and is represented as
MC IV

I \J S'

i\

►* \

Traditionally, the orbital and spin momenta of the ion are
coupled to those of the outgoing electron to form the follow¬
ing new state functions

s 1**. t V~i
«**

CU
,
‘
•V'V

1L

'*

»V

Wa

A

The C functions are the standard Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
withï^^ + A j As ^ + 5

(J*, s'

are

outgoing electron) and P « î A

the angular momenta of the
A S s*

.

The functions

are spherical harmonics whose arguments give the position
of the electron with respect to a coordinate system centered
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on the ion, and is the spin function of the outgoing
electron.

The total final state wave function can then be

represented as an expansion in terms of this complete set

s £p* 7M
r

where ~ Fpi
electron.

P,j»'

> Vl »

,

3.7)

is the radial function for the outgoing

As equation 3.7) represents the wave function

for a collection of fermions, it must be made antisymmetric
with respect to coordinate interchanges.

Thus, the final

state wave functions are given by

3.8)

is the parity operator such that

P;. H» U*=

V U., r. ... r;,.. ^

The total Hamiltonian for an unbound electron and an N-l
electron ion of nuclear charge Z, neglecting spin, is
given by

3.9)

with

W% U)

i
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where

and represent,

respectively,

the distance be¬

tween the ion nucleus and the ith electron and the distance
between two electrons.

The Schrodinger equation for this

system becomes

The radial expansion coefficients of equation 3.7) may be
found by substituting this equation,
3.8),

together with equation

into the Schrodinger equation, multiplying by

(the star(*)

indicates the complex conjugate),

grating over all the ion coordinates
bound electron angular coordinates

(d£ )

3L p«

and inte¬

and over the un¬

(dX ) .

The

Fp»

are found to solve the following set of coupled differential
equations

(Smith,

1971)

+

3.10)

The radial functions are subject to the following
two boundary conditions

a)

I * (A F ,, I.Ta\

b)

live*

Fp«

and

"

SinGpii -V

)
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= KrrM -V»1TT -

where

lnUttpt*\ 4 atjlnî + l-lU-^/ttoYl .

*r

*r

is the wave number of the ejected electron.

The first

condition insures a finite wave function at the origin.
As the electron and ion separate by larger and larger dis¬
tances,, the long range Coulomb interaction begins to
dominate.

Therefore, the second condition imposes the re¬

straint that at infinite separation, the outgoing electron
wave function must resemble that of a pure Coulomb inter¬
action (Henry and Lipsky, 1967).

The coupled equations in

equation 3.10) may be solved for the Fp le,*} .

The asymp¬

totic behavior of the functions is compared with that of
condition b)

in order to find the Rpj»n

values.

Once this

is complete, the cross section in equation 3.6) may be
represented as

3.11)
c w

where ft

p

p>

®

is a coupling coefficient of the initial

and final states.
from the R

M

The

p

AptplI

coefficients are determined

functions as

= u-üwm + LRt'T'r’
Finally, g p

is a function that depends on the radial terms

of the wave functions that represent the initial and final
states.

With these general comments in mind, a treatment of

the more important examples of photoionization related to
diffuse nebulae is in order.
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B.

Applications
As the time scale for radiative decay from excited

atomic or ionic levels to the ground state is much shorter
than the time scale between particle and photon collisions,
the species in diffuse nebulae are found overwhelmingly in
their atomic or ionic ground states (see Appendix B).

This

means that the processes of greatest interest involve the
photoionization of species from their ground state.

As

most nebulae consist primarily of hydrogen (H) and helium
(He) with a trace of the elements nitrogen (N),~ neon (Ne) ,
oxygen (0), and carbon (C), the photoionization cross sec¬
tions of these are treated as follows:
a)

Hydrogen : Using the hydrogenic ground state wave func¬
tions as the initial state and the Coulomb functions
for the final electronic state, the photoionization
cross section of hydrogen in the groand state is
(Bethe, 1957)

1-ÎTI (

where z = */*.. and
threshold.

1-W'M

>

)Q is the frequency at the ionization

This can be approximated very well as

(Hummer, 1963)
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fc.'JXlOmX* ['*•!'*}*

*

>, >)0

s

3.12)

This function is displayed in Figure 1.
b)

Helium: We employ the photoionization cross section
given by Hummer and Seaton (1964), who use the ground
state wave function derived from a variational principle
as the initial state and represent the final state as a
Coulomb wave function appropriately modified for the
He+ potential.

An analytical expression constructed to

fit the calculated cross section for photoionization
from the ground state of helium is

X ICT'* e*p\.-o.l3 U -UosVlj ^ > l.toV**
3.13)

O
where 1.808 >)0 is the He ionization threshold (see
Figure 1).
c)

Trace Elements: Various methods for calculating
are used for these species.

ck tv}

Photoionization cross sec¬

tions from the ground state of the trace elements and
their ions have been calculated using initial and final
state wave functions derived both from variational and
Hartree-Fock methods.

These results have been fitted

to the following analytical expressions
Seaton, 1959)

(Burgess and

Figure 1 Photolonlzatlon Cross Sections
Hydrogen and Helium

ÜJxrtiir.
O.p
l.o

Figure 2

f

::

rr-rT***»
a.0 3.0

■

-•
H.o

r

r-c

S©

Photolonlzatlon Cross Section
Neon

hv0 = 3\.55t eV

equation 3.14)
-

Henry(1967)

(Seaton,1958)
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otWÏ=|
0

L
where p

3 14

- >

» * < t? >

Q

,

...

SL is the configuration of the initial state

of the atom or ions and p

S’L* is the final configura¬

tion of the ionized state.

C,a,B, and s are atomic

parameters derived for each species in question and are
presented in Table 1; >?o

is the frequency corresponding

to the ionization threshold.

We have employed the

above analytical expressions in our models? however,
tabular and graphical data for N and 0 (Henry, 1966),
0 and N (Breene, 1965), and Ne (Henry, 1967) are also
available in the literature.

A comparison of the photo¬

ionization cross sections for Ne derived both from
equation 3.14) and from detailed calculations by Henry
(1967) using equation 3.11) are displayed in Figure 2.
A

Finally, the rate of photoionization of species A
in the radiation field of incident flux

is given

by (Appendix C)

ft
f*
—3 —1
« MR \
.
[ergs-cm -sec ] 3.15)

Table 1
PHOTOIONIZATION CROSS-SECTION PARAMETERS

Reaction

SL

OI-OII

3

4

4

3

s

P

s

OII-OIII
OIII-OIV

S’L*

P

3

2

P

NI-NII
NII-NII

P

‘

a

B

C

a

8

4

5.7

4/9

‘ 4.00

1.0

3

8.1

1

2.45

2.0

2

5.23

2/3

1.30

2.0

3.1

1.0

4

s

3

P

3

8.9

V

2

P

2

10.2

2/3

2.06

2.0

s

1

6.0

1/3

0.90

2.0

P

6

2.5

2

4.3

1.0

5

5.0

1

3.8

2.0

4

3.82

4/9

2.07

2.0

1

•
2

NIII-NIV

P

•

s

Nel-Nell
NeII-NeIII
NeIII-NeIV

2

?

3

2

3

P

A
P

S

The above table is taken from a paper by Seaton (1958)
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Chapter 4

Recombination

In this process, a free electron with kinetic energy
î^mv

2

is incident upon an ion in some bound state i.

During

the reaction, the electron is captured by the ion into a
new atomic bound state n and a photon of energy h^) is emitted.
By conservation of energy, the following holds

As is already obvious, this process is just the inverse of
photoionization and because of this, recombination can be
described in the context of the results already derived
from the photo-process.

A.

Theory
The formalism of part A of the previous chapter is

now employed with respect to the process wherein the initial
state is a combination of the ion-electron continuum state
and the field state

l

and where the final state is

a product of the atomic state functions and the field
> , corresponding to a single photon emission.
Again, using the Golden Rule, the transition rate for the
recombination of the electron to a bound state n is

P = aire1 | < n I \.
A *T
~vr
0

.

4.1)
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For recombination of an electron with an ion of N-l
electrons, the final state wave functions are the same as
the initial state wave functions for photoionization of an
N electron atom and vice versa.

Thus, the matrix element

in equation 4.1) has already been evaluated in the context
of photoionization.

Defining the cross section in the same

vein as in the previous chapter, the result is given as

rec

4.2)

pwt©

An important note is in order here.

The ^

in the recombina¬

tion cross section refers to the frequency of the emitted
photon, while for photoionization it refers to the absorbed
one.
The energy rate for recombination to a particular
bound state n of species A is a particle process and can
be defined using equation C.2) as (h^e is the ionization
threshold for H)

$ o(hrU^«r\rl) v ttvUr

—1 ] 4.3)
[erg-cm -3
-sec

It is also traditional to define a rate coefficient
for recombination to level n as

V *»

1

^

=

dir*c

-v

Ç I'M-) cW

j

4.4)

with the integrated rate coefficient

IT')

given by

3 -1.
[cm -sec ]
r

4.5)

Using these definitions in equation 4.3), the integrated
energy rate coefficient becomes

' ■-

t

V

rs.,.vu4wv‘'^Hvs

-n

î"

• le^i

In equation 4.4),

Av

4.6)

$n (X,4\ .

[cm3-sec-1]

is given as a function of the

incident electron velocity v.

As the photoionization

cross sections as functions of V

are known, the calcula¬

tion of and could be greatly facilitated
by changing variables from v to') .
by using the Milne relation

This can be accomplished

(Weisheit, 1968)

4.7)

rn

which is derived for a thermal Maxwellian electron velocity
distribution by the method of detailed balancing.

As the

electrons in diffuse nebulae are in local thermodynamical
equilibrium at some temperature Tg (see Appendix A), the
thermal Maxwellian velocity distribution together with the
Milne relation are used in equation 4.6)
1959)

to yield (Seaton,
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,aT

{VfV' *JM

B.

4.8)

Applications
Using the results for the photoionization cross

sections in Chapter 3, it is possible to construct an
analytical solution for that agrees rather well with
more detailed numerical calculations.

The resulting ex¬

pression for recombination to the hound state n of a
hydrogen-like ion or atom with nuclear charge Z is

- S.lVl XICT‘*

X*

4.9)

where

x

~

is mo. TMT
X / n*

The R are tabulated functions given by Seaton (1959).
n
Seaton

(1959) has also shown that the recombination coef¬

ficient of equation 4.9) for transitions to the ground
state, n=l, can be approximated quite well by the following
useful analytical expression

-©•wfcK1 + o.nuX*1] .

4.10')
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In addition, a total recombination coefficient can be
defined as the sum of recombinations to all levels n.

This

can be placed in an analytical form (Seaton, 1959)

p tn - S.iv?xicr“* X'Ho.nm + VtlnX + ©.HU V*7»}

4.10)

In analogy with equation 4.5), a total recombination coef¬
ficient

for the trace elements representing a recom¬

bination from ionization state 1+1 to ionization state 1
may be derived.

An analytical expression for this coeffi¬

cient is given by Seaton (1959) as

,/

a ff.m Kl©.4aa% + Y1UU'XWO,U«IUM‘

where X as before.

Figure 3 displays a plot of

*1

^

4.11)

and

(5lS>T> at verious temperatures.
The integrated energy rate coefficient for recombina¬
tions to state n,

can also be expressed in an anal¬

ytical form similar to equation 4.10).

Seaton

(1959) gives

this expression for recombinations to the ground state,
n=l, of a hydrogen-like ion as

Vn

s

to,un - o.«mi>r* +

I.HUI

4.12)

The total integrated energy rate coefficient VVT^
found by summing the

may be

for a particular species over all

bound levels to which recombination can occur.

The result
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may also be expressed analytically for a hydrogen-like ion
as

XkX\ = 5,lV7x 10'“* X'Vll-0.ôH3 ♦ '/i In X + O.kSO

. 4.13)

Figure 3

(a)

lo’a

cwv'stt1

(b)

pm
I0‘u

Recombination Coefficients
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Chapter 5

Radiative Transitions: Spontaneous Emission

There are basically three types of radiative transi¬
tions of general interest:
a) Absorption (abs)- a photon of energy Vi ^

is inci¬

dent upon an atom with an electron in a bound state i of
energy E^<0; during the interaction, the photon is
absorbed raising the electron to a higher bound state f of
energy E^ (E^ < E^ < 0) .
b) Induced Emission (ie) - an atom with an electron
in bound state i and energy E^ is subjected to a radiation
field that induces a transition of the electron to a lower
bound state f of energy E^ (E^< E^< 0) with a photon being
emitted.
c) Spontaneous Emission (se)- an atom with an elec¬
tron in bound state i undergoes a transition to a lower
state f with the emission of a photon; no initial radiation
field need be present.
It is customary to consider these processes with
respect to a two level atom (i< j) and to define the transi*

.

V»

tion rates (

= number of transitions per unit time from

state i to j by process a) in terms of the traditional
Einstein coefficients as follows

3«
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N

j Sji
[sec

Nj Rji

where

5.1)

is the number of electrons in state i, Jg is the

mean intensity of the incident radiation field averaged
over directions of incidence,

, 1^, and

by Chandrasekhar (1960), and A^,

TTFg are defined

, B^Jg are the

probabilities per unit time of transitions due to spontane¬
ous emission, induced emission, and absorption, respective¬
ly.

For a system in thermodynamical equilibrium, the

coefficients are related by the following relationships
(Pauling and Wilson, 1935)

Before continuing

.in the consideration of these processes,

a little reflection on their relative importance in gaseous
nebulae is certainly in order.

For purposes of argument,

a rather simple, but valid model of a nebula is presented
which has the following features:
a)

A central star represented as a sphere of radius
R radiates as a black body at high effective
(equilibrium)

temperature T (T^* 50,000°K) .

%ï

b) An extensive spherical envelope of gas of a
single atomic species with two bound levels is
centered on the star.
c) Nebular distances measured from the center of the

7
star have typically r/R^lO .
From hypothesis a), the spectrum of the star may be approxi¬
mated by the asymptotic form of the Planck Law

[erg-cm

-2

-sec

-1

-hz

-1

] 5.3)

The relative populations of the atomic levels are the
features of greatest interest.

In order to investigate

these in more detail, we consider a small volume of gas at
a distance r from the center of the nebula.

The mean inten¬

sity at r due to a star of radius R radiating with black
body intensity

U)

«

\£\*

(T,R) is given by

B

>•

It Rï

5.4)

Thus, taking the ratio of spontaneous to induced de¬
excitations j

i and using the results of equations 5.1-4),

a rather startling result emerges:

5.5)

Therefore, the process of spontaneous emission dominates that
of induced emission, and for all further considerations the
latter process is ignored.
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The trace elements

(0,N,Ne,C)

in the nebula have their

lowest levels within several electron volts of the ground
state.

As the electron temperature corresponds to an energy

of approximately one electron volt (1 eV), there are elec¬
trons available which have sufficient energy to excite the
lower lying atomic states.

One might imagine that collision-

al excitation and radiative absorption would compete to
populate the excited levels.

The rate of transitions for

a two-level system due to collisional excitations from level
i to level j is given by equation C.l) as

Tr ce = H.H;
where ^ ^

< OVY>

r[cm“3
-1,]
-sec

indicates the average of

over a particular

distribution, in this case the Maxwell one.
nebulae <0*"^

**

10

•“8 3 “1
cm sec
.

5.6)

Typically for

Comparing equation 5.4) with

the rate of radiative excitation i-*j at some point r in the
nebula gives

N; 8,;

\ok IftjiV' ~ iok

5.7)

As the lower states of the trace elements are connected by
forbidden transitions, A^j is of the order of unity or less.
Thus,

the process of collisional excitation dominates that

of radiative excitation in the population of the levels of
the trace elements.
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When considering the problem of nebula structure, a
major concern will be the relative population of the levels
of the trace elements.

To this end, as it has been demon¬

strated, spontaneous emission dominates induced emission
in de-populating these levels and collisional excitation
dominates radiative absorption in populating the levels.
Therefore,

the only radiative process of importance to

structure calculations is spontaneous emission.

Expressions

for the rate of spontaneous emission are now sought quantum
mechanically.

A.

Theory
The quantum mechanical problem for spontaneous emission

has already been solved in Chapter 3.

The initial state

consists of the atomic bound state i wave function and the
vacuum field

• no radiation is present.

On the

other hand, the final state is that of the atomic bound
state f wave function for a different level and field state
, i.e. one photon emission.

The transition rate

becomes

As the trace elements under consideration all have
2p^(l£q$6) configurations with both valence electrons in
p orbitals

( A 1=0) and as electron-ion collisions can raise

atomic electrons by only a few electron volts, the lowest
order radiative processes of interest are the electric
quadrapole E2 and magnetic dipole Ml transitions connect¬
ing the lowest few levels (Czyzak, 1968).
ments for these two processes are given as

The matrix ele¬
(Baym, 1969)

5.9)

where

is as in Chapter 3.

The technique for solving equation 5.8) under these
conditions is very similar to that employed in photoioniza¬
tion except, in this case, the final state is that of a
bound electron and not a free one.

A self-consistent field

or Hartree-Fock calculation can be performed in the atom in
the initial and final states to find the appropriate atomic
wave functions

(Garstang, 1962).

Using these wave functions

the matrix elements in equation 5.9) can then be determined.
The Hartree-Fock calculation, however, still provides
only an approximate description of the atomic wave functions
Since HF considers the interaction between a particular
electron and the smeared out average of all other electrons,
it fails to properly account for the interaction of each
electron with each other one.

This latter interaction is

termed correlation and is neglected in HF calculations.
One way to remedy this condition is to take a superposition

of HF wave functions and perform a perturbation calculation
to determine the wave functions and eigenenergies.
first order calculations for

As the

involve a mixing of all HF

functions, this in effect takes into account the correlation
between each and every electron (Oksuz, 1969).

With the

wave functions determined, the matrix elements in equation
5.8) can be found and thereby the Einstein coefficient A
(Westhaus, 1969).

These calculations including correlation

effects are superior to the HF results.

B.

Applications
The results of the most recent determinations of

Einstein coefficients are given in Table 2 and are compared
with the values used in past HII region work.

The methods

applied by each worker have already been described in the
theoretical section.

Unfortunately, the correlation method

has been applied to few states of astrophysical interest.

Table 2

îpecies

OU

.
-

Transition

4_
-2n
S
3/2 D5/2
4P 2_
“3/2- °3/2
4
c
K
“3/2“ P3/2
4_
2
S
3/2~ Pl/2
2^
2_
‘)5/2“ °3/2
2„
2_
D
5/2" P3/2
2„
2„
D
5/2" Pl/2
2tl

3/2~2p3/2

.w
2p

2p

3/2"

'OIII

V3pi

X/2

Ref »

Ajt(b)

2

4.8xlO~5

4.0xl0~5

2

1.7xl0“

4

1.8xl0“4

3

0.060

0.060

3

0.024

0.024

3

1.3xl0-7

1.3xlO~7

I

0.0915

0.115

1

0.0523

0.061

1

0.0388

0.061

1

0.0799

;-3

4

0.10
U

6.0xl0~

6.0xl0_U

2.6xl0~5

2.6xl0~5

3p
P -3 f
0
2
3P
l
P - t>
0 °2
3P
l
p - S
0 b0

4

3.5xl0

3.SX10-11

4

1.9xl0~6

1.9xl0“6

4

0.0

0.0

3p

2

9.8xl0~5

9.7xl0~5

4

7.1xlo“

3

7.1xl0-3

4

0.23

0.23

4

0.021

r

3p
2

VS
VS
S"S
3prlso

4
X

-11

0.021

7.1xl0~
1.654

4

7.1xl0"4
1.60

Species
HII

Transition

Re_f *

A

ji<a>

^jjL(b)

3

1 2 3
4
2.1x10**®
2.1x10**®
p
*0 *1
3 3
12
1.3xl0**
4
1.3X10**1
4
4.2xlCf7
4.2xl0**7

VS
3

V P2

1d

V 2

VS
Mill

Nell
Neill

■

4

0.0

0.0

2

7.5xl0~®

7.4x10**®

2
4

1.03xl0~®
0.034

1.0x10**®
0.034

4

0.003

0.003

3

l
p ~ s
P
2 **0

4

1.6xl0**4

1.6xlO**4

VS

1

1.082

1.08

5

4.8x10**®

4.8x10**®

5

0.0086

0.0086

.*‘4
t
4

0.0061

2p

l/2"2p3/2

2

2

P

3/2*

X/2

V
V*2
3 3

P

1

3
p
P

P

l

2

0.0061
8

2.0xl0**
• 0.17

2.0xl0**8
0.20

4

0.0051

0.0051

4.

0.00113

0.00113

rP1-1D°2

2

0.052

0.060

V0

4

2.2

2.2

5
2- s
0
3„
3„
P
l~ P0

3

s

vs

4

1.8x10**®

1.8x10**®

3

4

0.0

0.0

l

4

2.8

• 2.8

p
P

o-h50
l
D
D - s
2 S0

The Ay^ (b) are the Einstein coefficients used by Rubin (1968)
in ft recent paper on HII regions. The

Ay^ (a)

are the Einstein

coefficients used in this study and are based on the following
references given in the Ref. column:

1- Nlcolaides, et al. (1971)
2- Wiese, et al. (1966)
3- Seaton and Osterbrook (1957)
*

4- Carstang (1951)
5- Osterbrook (1965)

Chapter 6a

Collisional Excitations

In this process, a free particle with specific kinetic
energy î^mv

is incident upon an atom in a particular hound

state n with energy En<0.

In the process of the reaction,

some of the kinetic energy of the particle is transferred to
the atomic electron raising it to a higher bound state f
with energy E^(En<E^<0); the particle leaves with a reduced kinetic energy ^mv^ .

Thus, by conservation of energy

i: iwv? + En *

•

An important observation is that unless
3k TO V.* &

=.

X

n$

J

the reaction cannot occur because there would be insufficient
energy available to the atomic electron to make the transi¬
tion.

The value of the incident particle energy below

which no collision occurs is termed the threshold energy.
Since this is a particle-particle reaction, the rate is
given by equation C.2) once the cross section is known.
Nothing so far has been said to indicate for what par¬
ticles collisional excitation is important.

Gaseous nebulae

have small concentrations of medium weight atoms such as 0,
Ne, and N which are ionized by the UV field of the central
star(s).

It is the electron collisions with these trace

elements that are important.

One might imagine that as the
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electrons and protons are thermalized at the same tempera¬
ture (See Appendix A), proton-ion interactions would also
be important.

However, a proton must first overcome the

repulsive Coulomb field of the ion before it can interact.
The energy necessary to do this is on the order of the
potential energy necessary to bring the proton from infinity
to within some interaction distance of the atom, aQ, where
O* cTTQ*.
0

As this number is of the order of several tens

of electron volts and as the average electron temperature
is only a few thousand degrees (lev), only a very, very few
protons on the extreme tail of an assumed Maxwell distribu¬
tion can overcome the Coulomb potential.
reactions are due to atoms and electrons.

Thus, the dominant
To this end a

discussion is now given of electron-atom collisional cross
sections.

A.

Theory
It is customary to define the electron-atom cross

section C(i-*j) such that

6

-1)

where i is the initial level occupied by the atomic electron,
j is the final level the atomic electron occupies after the
collision,
level,

^ is the statistical weight of the initial
is given by

where v^ is the initial
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velocity of the electron, and au.i>
strength.

is the collision

The great advantage of this definition is that

the dimensionless collision strength is completely deter¬
mined by quantum mechanical considerations.

Thus, the

study of the cross section turns to a study of the collisional strengths.
The derivation of a value for the collision strength
for collisional excitation of an ion of nuclear charge Z
with N electrons by a free electron is the quantum mechani¬
cal problem of inelastic scattering.

This problem is

generally approached by first forming the antisymmetric
wave functions for the atomic electrons; these, of course,
are single particle states which couple through their
angular momentum in the Russell-Saunders convention.

To

these one adds the wave function for the free electron,

(where X.

is a spin function and

(r^), a radial function)

in order to form the wave function for the entire system of
ion and incident electron.

These total wave functions,

formed by vector coupling of the ionic and free electronic
states must be properly antisymmeterized (where
K

t\

, the quantum numbers of the coupled

states, and £ represents the boundary condition con¬
sidered) .

The linear combinations of these solve the

Schroedinger equation whose Hamiltonian contains two forms
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of Coulomb interaction, the electron-nucleus and electronelectron interaction,

H

6.2)

As in the case of potential scattering, the asymptotic ex¬
pression for the free electron radial functions has the
form

F* ~ t

si

"**<*e + CosX*

6.3)

such that x ^ is a function of kr, «<, Z, N and the angular
momentum of the electron.

If the scattering or interaction

target were not present, then the second term in equation
6.3) would vanish since the wave function must be zero at
the origin.

Thus, the second tern gives some measure of

the efficiency or probability of the occurrence of the pro¬
cess and hence the collision strength and cross section.
In fact, by defining R - C O'

and

S =

the reactance and scattering matrices, Seaton

(1962) has

shown that

6.4)

If at this point a solution to the Schroedinger equation
could be found, then the Ç and D matrices could be obtained
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from a comparison of the asymptotic forms of the solution
and equation 6.3).
then be found.

Knowing the values of

C

and D,

SL

can

After a little reflection, one becomes con¬

vinced such a solution is an unrealizable dream.

Even for

the simplest case of equation 6.2), the Helium atom, the
solution has yet to be determined analytically.

The only

possibility left is to call upon that great panacea of all
complicated physics problems, approximation methods.

For

this problem, the variational principle is found to work
quite well and is accomplished by solving

S l t tRÏ -

= o

,
6.5)

E * E* *

j

where f(R) indicates an expression proportional to the re¬
actance matrix R.

Equation 6.5) has a striking resemblance

to the variational principle for bound states, except that
f(R) has been added, since in the case of free electrons
the wave functions no longer vanish at large distances.
Thus, taking a set of approximate wave functions of the
form and solving equation 6.6), a value for R and hence

SL results (Seaton, 1968).
There are several methods using various approximations
to the total wave function that are of interest.

The first

major approximation is to include only ion states which
belong to a particular configuration.

For example, in

the case of O, N, Ne, and C this involves considering only
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the 2p^ configuration and exclusing other excited states.
A second approximation is to replace the electron-electron
interaction in the Hamiltonian by the lowest order-terms
of a Legendre polynomial expansion.

This is especially

applicable to cases where p-waves dominate the determina¬
tion of -ft. , such as Seaton has shown occurs for the 2p^
configuration (Seaton, 1953).

This method is termed the

exact resonance (ER) approximation, and is seen to greatly
simplify the variance over the Hamiltonian.

A third stan¬

dard technique applied to scattering problems is that of
the distorted wave approximation (DW).

In this method,

the complicated radial solutions are replaced by radial
functions that satisfy a differential equation with a
spherically symmetric potential.

The wave functions ob¬

tained by either the DW or ER methods are used as the ap¬
proximate trial functions in equation 6.5) with the
variational principle used to refine these guesses (Saraph,
1969).

In the application of the variational principle,

another problem arises.

As the variance is over both R and

the energy of the bound levels, the results can be multi¬
valued in R and E.
dilemma.

There are two alternatives to this

One is to use the variational values of E and R

when an absolute minimum is found (i.e. the value of R and
E for which IL is a minimum).

The other is to force the

variation to yield the experimental energy values for the
bound states of the ion.

Finally, in many of the calcula¬

tions for SL , resonances appear at various energy values.

These are generally handled by taking an average over a
Maxwell distribution of electron energies.

For astro-

physical processes this is a very good approximation since
for the energy range considered (several eV) the Maxwell
distribution for the electrons (T^.SeV) is slowly varying
over the narrow energy range of the resonance.
averaged value of

SL

is generally denoted as XI .

The
Now that

the theoretical methods have been discussed, attention
is turned to the results of these calculations and their
application to diffuse nebulae.

B. Applications :
There is a wealth of papers giving the collisional
strengths for various species.

In gaseous nebulae the

important collisional excitation processes occur, as stated
earlier, between electrons and the ions of O, N, Ne, and
C. In the following discussion consideration will be
given only to these processes.

Before embarking upon that

task, a few general comments are in order.

In comparing

the values for the bound state energies derived from the
ER and DW methods with the experimental values, the
striking point is made that the ER approximation gives the
better results, with the DW results becoming comparable as
the ionic charge increases (Seaton, 1968).

Thus, for

singly charged species the DW method is poor, but increases
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in its accuracy for doubly and triply charged ions.

The

values of JÎ. are given as a function of the energy above
the particular threshold value.

In cases where the process

involves a transition between two states of different orbi¬
tal angular momentum values L, the values of XL start at
threshold and continue to higher energies.

In these cases,

it is found that the variance of XL with energy near the
threshold is slow and can be approximated as

6.6)

Since the threshold energies are on the order of a few
electron volts and the incident thermal electrons have an
average energy of about one electron volt, the number of
electrons with energies greater than X

is very small.

These electrons occupy the rapidly decreasing tail of the
distribution.

On the other hand, when transitions between

sublevels with the same L but different J values occur,
the a -energy values are given well above threshold.

In

these cases, extrapolation is not possible as the general
shape of the a -energy curve is not known near threshold.
In this case, an average value in the high energy range is
used for

SL

(Seaton, 196 8) .

Table 3 presents the most recent data on the collision
strengths of the important nebular ions, including values of

XI.

and

, sources, and a comparison with values used
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in older papers on nebular structure.

Considering only

2p^ configurations, Saraph (1969') treats all the listed
species in both the DW and ER approximations.

These meth¬

ods obtain the appropriate bound state wave functions
variationally by minimizing the theoretically computed
3
bound state energies. On the other hand, for the 2p
configuration Martins (1969) treats only Oil by a varia¬
tional technique which employs the experimentally deter¬
mined bound state energies.

Because the method forces

bound state energies to agree with observed data, it is
better than the completely theoretical treatment.

Finally,

Eissner (1969) treats OIII excitations by considering
2
coupling to configurations other than 2p and uses the
observed energy states in the calculation.

The more de¬

tailed results of Martins and Eissner are unfortunately
lacking for the other species, N, C, and Ne.
However, with the data now available, a substantial
change in the old nebular values has seen to have occurred
with some values having changed as much as fifty percent
(50%) .

Later, in the consideration of nebular structure,

the importance of these changes will become more evident.
Now that the values of the collisional strengths are
known for certain specified energies, equation 6.6) can be
used to determine the values at other energies.

Equation

6.6) has a rather simplistic form that might, when used
in the cross section and rate equations, yield more

Table
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Collision Strengths
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Transition
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4
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p
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1
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1
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—
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3
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3

0.029
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0.024

1

0.936

—
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0.310

3

0.467
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0.530

3
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0.073

3

0.777
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0.880

3
3
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0.640
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A
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—
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0.376
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X
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0.0031

0.004

1

0.018

0.0037

0.009

1

0.188
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0(a) are the values of the collision strengths used in this study
and are found in the works of the authors listed in the Ref,
column according to the following codes
1- Saraph (1969*)
2- Martins (1969)
3- fcissner (1969) .
0(b) are the collision strengths used in a recent paper by Rubin(1968)
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tractable results.

Recalling equation C.l, equations 6.1)

and 6.6) and the fact that the electrons in diffuse nebulae
are thermalized, the rate of collisional excitation from
level i to level j is

[sec-l]

6.7)

x «tfa. f'V e-mv’/lKT* .
UnKT,)

where

*

= number of atoms in state i, v^ = incident elec¬

tron velocity,
&s

'

TQ

= electron equilibrium temperature,

an<

^

^i‘

=

energy.

The result of

this integration is
-XijlkT»

6.8)

where S , the traditional symbol, is defined and the
6

constant C = 8.6292939x10

_6

or

r x Vf*

"TT

*

Thus, the rate is given in terms of collisional strength
constant parameters and is independent of incident particle
energies since it has been integrated over incident
velocities.
The term in equation 6.6) that is a linear function
of energy appears in equation 6.8) as the term *
giving the term in braces a linear dependence on the elec¬
tron temperature Tfi.

This term can be regarded as an

effective collision strength JH.

(Tfî) .

The magnitude of
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II

£^(Te) at some

TQ

compared to the constant magnitude of

the collision strength at threshold

H (X

^j) gives an

approximate measure of the importance of the energy de¬
pendent term in equation 6.6).
of il eff

il (X

In figure 4, the ratios

^j) are given as a function of the electron

temperature for transitions that demonstrate the largest
magnitudes of this ratio.

As seen from the graphs, in¬

cluding the energy dependence can give values for the
collision strength as much as twenty-five per cent (25%)
greater than those at threshold.

Thus, the energy

dependence of the collision strengths can have profound
effects on the collisional rates.

Figure 4

Energy Dependence of the
Collision Strengths
/D

-

SL

Neill
3

P, -

0
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Chapter 6b

Collisional De-excitations

In this process, a free electron with kinetic energy
%mv

2

is incident on an atom in state i with energy E^< 0.

In the reaction, the incident electron gains energy causing
the atomic electron to make a transition to a lower state
j with energy E^

(Ej<E^<0).

The free electron leaves

with a greater kinetic energy %mVj

than it had initially.

In other words, by conservation of energy,

Ei

»

•

Unlike collisional excitation, there is no threshold for
this reaction, since the free electron can gain any amount
of energy, owing to its position in the continuum.

One

could at this juncture return to the quantum mechanics and
reformulate this problem along the lines of the previous
section.

However, as the two processes are merely recipro¬

cals of each other it would seem that there would be some
way of relating them to each other.
This relation is readily derived as a consequence of
a detailed balancing argument.

For purposes of simplicity,

a two level atomic system j > i is assumed.

The mildest

restraint that can be applied to this system is that the
rate of collisional excitations equals the rate of colli¬
sional de-excitations or in other words
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6.9)

Using equation 6.1)

for the cross section, equation C.2)

for

the rates, and assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution,
equation 6.8) becomes

6.10)

Converting this to energy units and noting that in the
absence of any other processes, the levels are populated
according to the Boltzman formula

equation 6.10) yields the simple result

6.11)

for a given value of E.

This relation can be used in

equation C.2) to find the rate of collisional de-excitation
since the values of
equation 6.6).

are already known from

The result of the integration over a

Maxwell distribution is

6.12)
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Thus, comparing equation 6.12)

and equation 6.8), a very

useful result emerges

6.13)

With great relief it is observed that the de-excitation
rates have an expression in terms of the excitation rates
for this particular representation of the energy dependence
of JX

(linear), and a reformulation of the quantum mechani¬

cal problem is superfluous.

Chapter 7

Minor Atomic Processes

The following are of interest in nebular structure
problems but generally play a minor role:
a) Free-Free Emission: In this reaction a free
electron is incident upon anion; the Coulomb interaction
accelerates the electron causing it to radiate.

The

process may be treated classically (Jackson, 1962) or quan¬
tum mechanically.

The solution by the latter means has

already been basically accomplished in Chapter 3 except
in this case both initial and final states functions
represent an electron in the continuum.

Using the oft-

quoted Maxwell distribution for the nebular electrons and
applying an analytical approximation for the cross section,
the following rate in the manner of equation C.2) results

*

X VUUWo*.

StV =
where

TQ

* \<rn

}

,

7 1)

‘

is the electron temperature (Allen, 1963).

b) Two Photon Process: Transitions between the 2'*‘S
and l^S states of helium by the two photon process contrib¬
ute photons in the ultraviolet range.

Hummer and Seaton

(1964), however, have shown this contribution to the con¬
tinuum ultraviolet flux is negligible with respect to that
produced directly in recombinations to the ground state.

Chapter 8

Physics of Dust Grains

Observations of HII regions in the infrared have
generally been found to give a continuum brightness in ex¬
cess of what had been expected from atomic processes
(O'Dell, 1965; O'Dell, 1966; Harper, 1971).

The explana¬

tion of these observations is believed to lie in the
presence of dust particles in the regions which absorb
the ultraviolet stellar spectrum and re-emit it as an infra
red continuum.

Thus, to include this process, an investiga

tion of the formal theory of interactions of radiation with
the grains is made.

In addition, we also make a study of

the re-emission of the radiation by the dust and the
equilibrium temperature of the particles.

A.

Radiation-Grain Interaction
As grains are typically on the order of a few microns

in size, their optical properties may be treated quite well
in a classical framework.

This means, as it always must,

a solution to Maxwell's equations is forthcoming.

The

simplest assumption to make at the outset (although still
leaving a very unwielding theory) is to consider the grains
as spheres of radius a_ and index of refraction m.

With

this simplification, the next step involves seeking a
solution to the vector wave equation, or in the case in
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which a solution is sought for each Fourier component
separately, the vector Helmholtz equation

+

E~
=0 ~V-E~ =o

8.1)

B/s.
= - iH ^~ X ~E
plus a similar set of equations for B.

V

2

is the spherical

Laplacian, 13 is the electric field vector, B is the mag¬
netic field vector, and k =

As the method of solu¬

tion is treated quite clearly in Chapter 16 of Jackson's
text, only the results are quoted

(Jackson, 1962).

Equation 8.1) has the general solutions

B =

t W ^vt,a^E

m
8.2)

where f^, g^ represent linear combinations of spherical
hankel functions of both kinds
aM(l,m)

, h!^' , aE(l,m)

and

are coefficients determined by the boundary

conditions, and

]
Yh

(9, A>1 )

JCfft

SUH0

L Y ie,w

is the spherical harmonic and L = ■? (r x7 )

represents the angular momentum operator.

t

<w

<*

The problem

considered in this context is that of a sphere of radius a^
upon which is incident a plane electromagnetic wave; the

particle in turn passes some of the incident radiation and
scatters the rest in the form of an outgoing spherical wave.
Thus, there are three forms of equation 8.2)
agree at the surface of the sphere.
sentation of f^ , equation 8.2)

that must all

With the proper repre¬

can be forced to yield the

incident plane wave, the internal wave, and the outgoing
scattered wave.

By matching these various expressions at

the surface (r=a), the values of the expansion coefficients
a

E M

can

ke determined.

In general, the coefficients for

the scattered wave are taken as a^

and bj t4rtu,n]

and the coefficients of the internal wave as
and

, where one particular polarization, m=l,

has been selected.

With this convention, the coefficients

are determined upon application of the standard field
boundary conditions as

= latMw -

>and

8.3a)

8.3b)

where x = ka, y = mka,

^

s

=

(.1) is the spherical bessel function,

and nn(z) is the spherical neuman function (Hulst, 1957).*
The index of refraction can be either real (dielectric)
or complex.

In the latter instance, the particle absorbs

the radiation, and it is lost forever from the field.

The

actual computation of equation 8.3) is rather involved.
Fortunately, the literature is replete with graphical and
tabular computations of the coefficients for various m
values, angles, and grain sizes (e.g. Lowan, 1948, Green¬
berg, 1968).

From these coefficients, the cross sections

for scattering and absorption may be calculated.

In the

case of scattering, the angular dependence becomes import¬
ant.

A useful quantity is the differential cross section

dC/dlt which is defined for scattering as

dfL

energy scattered/ unit time/ unit solid angle
incident energy/ unit area/ unit time
8.4)

The numerator is just the power radiated/unit solid angle
and can be found from the Poynting Vector

^~*c

-

r* $ * ^

as

x

8.5)

where r is the distance of the wave front from the source.
Since this is evaluated very far from the source,

(r >> a),

equation 8.5) becomes in the radiation zone
These equations were originally derived by Mie (Mie, 1908).
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IL
«txi

c
8TT

8.6)

( *u
A. St

The denominator represents the incident flux for a plane
wave equal to

.

Thus, the differential cross section

for scattering can be represented using equation 8.6) and
the scattered form of equation 8.2) as

8.7)

J-IL
Defining a total cross section for scattering C

sc

as the

integral over all solid angles of the differential cross
section and using the orthogonality relations for the
functions

(Jackson, 1962), the resulting total cross

section is
oo

C Sc

Jk* *•»

*

8.8)

*

A similar expression can also be obtained for the absorp¬
tion cross section C ^

C .

=5
V*

t \Ct\* + U|\*l

.

8.9)

Jl*\

The total cross section for scattering and absorption is
termed the extinction cross section C
c

*

cSC
+ c.obi

. and is defined as
ext

The cross sections for the various processes could
be evaluated by the above completely general method which
applies for all wavelengths considered.

As the main problem

in HII regions is the attenuation or scattering of the
stellar UV spectrum by the dust, a possibility exists of
finding an approximate expression for the various cross
sections in this particular limit.

Indeed, such a procedure

exists and is termed anomalous diffraction, with the region
of validity being
ka V> 1

m - 1 «1 .
For UV frequencies, ka >, 6 and for typical dust materials,
ice and silicates,

(m-l)~ .3, which means that the nebular

problem is just at the limit of the validity of anomalous
diffraction.

Even with this limitation, the theory pro¬

vides a rather good estimate of the importance of various
dust related processes.

Diffraction concerns a rather

different realm of radiation theory than treated before.
As the size of the particle in this case is larger than
the wavelength of the incident light, the problem becomes
one of determining the effects of the passage of the wave
through the particle rather than how the particle acts as
a scattering or absorbing center.

Two main processes can

affect the light on its passage: 1) if the index of
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refraction is complex, the amplitude is decreased or attenu¬
ated; 2) the phase kr of the wave can be shifted.

The

first process is exactly equivalent to absorption in its
previous usages.

However, the second process causes the

wave after passage to be out of phase with the incident
waves that missed the particle as well as with the other
waves which gain a different phase upon passage.

This

phase lag results in diffraction patterns from the inter¬
ference of the waves.
In the subsequent derivation, we employ a rather
rough model in order to determine the relative importance
of the various cross sections in diffraction theory.

Again,

consideration is given of a sphere of radius a and index
of refraction m (either real or complex) with the following
geometry.

A further assumption is made regarding the size of the
particles and their index of refraction

3J33 v>l
*

(m-O

<< 1

8.10)

The second assumption in equation 8.10) implies that the
amplitude is changed very slightly on passage, and thus,
this effect (1) is ignored.

The incident field is con¬

sidered to have amplitude uQ and phase ks, where s is the
distance of the front from some given reference point.
If the sphere is now placed in the incident field, the
field measured after passage will be given by the same
amplitude uQ but a different phase m(ks), m being the
index of refraction.

The difference in these two field

values taken over a path s from A to B in the above dia¬
gram is simply

Au s u.eiKs-

. u.ei*,t I

and is in effect the measure of the ability of the particle
to alter the phase and thus produce the diffraction pattern.
But this change is just the measure of the scattering as m
is purely real.

Thus, an estimate of the relative degree

of diffraction or the cross section for scattering can be
obtained by comparing L u with the incident field

&U

_

r I -

i

A* sin**

This measure considers only the effect of one path.

If

now an integration over the area presented by the sphere
to each incident beam is performed, the effect will be the
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same as summing over all paths and yields the effective
area presented by the particle to the incident beam, re¬
sulting in a particular diffraction pattern.

The scatter¬

ing cross section is given by

CSft -

$

=

JlAtl*1) U-

=

SITT

K Up')

atA*
*****

Sin* Jnc

8.11a)

J

where
Volos')

-V co-‘e-wi -V W"3- Le'1*4- 0

~

8.iib)

and

The actual result turns out to be (Hulst, 1957)
Ê

St

=

HU

o}

$e\. KUfY\

.

8.12)

If m were now considered imaginary (m1 ^ 0) in the general
form
M. => W1 - l fl\M * U + fcWti fctciAp^
where m"/(m'“l)

=

8.13)

tan ^ and m' = 1 + €., then the field on

passage through the particle becomes

which represents, as desired, an attenuated wave.

In this

case what is compared is the relative change in the square
of the amplitude (intensity) due to the passage of the wave
through the particle

HW'*-

I \

£

H Km" *

j

Again, a cross section or effective area presented to the
incident beam for absorption is sought by integrating
over all area

C Mi
where x 5 ka.

- ana3, K

wy"}

>

Thus, under the auspices of anomalous dif¬

fraction, analytical forms for C^g» C
(C

= C

.

8.14)

- C , ) can be found.

SO GXt» GOS

and Cgc

The above two results

are given for spherical particles; however,
sacrosanct about the shape.

there is nothing

In fact calculations have

been carried out for cylinders (Rayleigh, 1881; Goldberg, 1971b),
spheroids

(Davis and Greenstein, 1951), and even arbitrarily

shaped particles

(Greenberg,

1960) .

However, as the

actual nature of interstellar dust is at present rather
muddled; for purposes of this paper, the "simple" spherical
particle theory is retained.

B.

Grain Temperature
The absorption of energy from the stellar UV field

by the grain causes it to heat and therefore results in a
temperature increase.

Besides radiative heating, the grains

may gain energy from collisions with other particles, again

causing a temperature rise.

In HII regions the dominant

collisions are those with electrons and protons as the
other constituents have a concentration several orders of
magnitude below that of these two.

On the other hand,

the grain is cooled by radiating some of this energy away
in the form of a black body continuum.

The balance of the

heating and cooling mechanisms produces an equilibrium
situation with a resulting stationary grain temperature.
The remainder of this section is devoted to finding an ex¬
pression for this temperature in terms of the basic nebular
parameters.
From Section A, a value of the absorption cross sec¬
tion Caks ("$)
dependence

can

) .

ke found,

including its frequency

The rate of energy absorption due to a

radiative process is given by equation C.4)
C)

(see Appendix

as

8.15)

tomary to define a few new terms at this point and re¬
express equation 8.15)

QS(.wï =

in terms of them

8.16)

I

where is the geometric cross section of the grain (for
a sphere of radius a,
becomes

3

"ft *** ).

Thus, equation 8.15)
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^

O3 ÇJQ*

8.17)

3*

In the problem of a nebula, what is generally known is not
at a point but the flux

TTFJ

due to the central star.

However, assuming that the star has a radius R* and the
emergent flux at its surface is independent of angle
(direction),

then the mean intensity J

at a point a dis¬

tance r from the nebular center in terms of the emergent
flux at the surface of the star

J\=

TT

F^(R*)

is given by

•rcF'.tlVl (Safe'*'* ,

r

where

8.18)

'r

s

with

^

M •

In this context, equation 8.17) becomes

1 r®

\r

to

=

.

8.19)

With the radiative process in order, attention can now
be turned to the collisional processes of grains with other
particles.

In such collisions, the particles collide with

the grain, losing their kinetic energy to it.

The rate at

which the grain gains energy from collisions with particles
of species A is given therefore by equation C.2)

V5

=

as

8.20)

As noted before, only electron and proton collisions are
considered.

Similarly as these particles stick to the

grain on collision, they cause the grain to accumulate
charge.

Thus, the cross section for grain-particle

collisions is given by the classical Coulomb interaction
cross section

cy

a or ( I - ^-2-SLÎt )

8.21)

where u is the electric potential at the grain surface and
is the grain geometric cross section.

Before proceeding

in the evaluation of the rate equation 8.20), the charge
on the grain must first be determined.

To this end, the

following three assumptions are made:
i) only one type of ion is considered, Z = 1 (proton)
ii) electrons and ions stick to the grain until they
neutralize it
iii) ions and electrons have a Boltzman velocity
distribution corresponding to the same
equilibrium temperature T
(see again
e
Appendix A).
The rate at which electric charge is gained by the grain
during collisions with particles of species A is given by
§

-

NftvXeo-

To find the total charge gained, this must be integrated
over the proper velocity distribution.

The assumption is

eo
made that the grain initially has a negative charge (the
electrons must thus overcome this repulsive potential
before they can react) and that a steady state condition
has been reached whereby
rate of charge gained = rate of charge loss
Under these assumptions, the equilibrium charge is found by
solving the analytical form of equation 8.22)

which when evaluated yields

e*u,kT‘ - V# t » -

8 23)

‘

Equation 8.23) may be solved numerically with the result
(Spitzer, 1968)

ejx

_

a,si

«

As it turns out, this analysis is an oversimplifica¬
tion, for it fails to include the photo-electric effect
whereby a UV photon impinging on the grain surface ejects
an electron.

This process contributes to the positive

charge on the grain.

Including this effect in the above

analysis, Spitzer finds the grain charge is governed by
the following equation of equilibrium

where T is the fraction of stellar photons with energy >
the photoelectric threshold of the grain surface

h

v

X = -eV/kT, with V = the surface grain potential,

t
$

= hV

- HkT,
c
is the work function,

Le is the heat of sublimation of the grain, and
T Xe are the stellar and electron temperatures
*
(Spitzer, 1948) .
For typical grain parameters 3Ê = 0.2 and h>)c = 12 eV, the
charge on the grain is found to be positive (Mathews, 1965).
In fact, Pecker (1971) has shown that for typical HII
regions the electrostatic grain potential remains approxi¬
mately constant throughout; a good value being V = -4
(Barlow, 1971).

With this found, the cross sections for

electron-grain and proton-grain collisions now become by
equations 8.24) and 8.21)

where

is the electron thermal temperature, p refers to

proton collisions, and e refers to electron collisions.
With the cross sections properly determined, the
rates for collisional processes may now be calculated.
Using equation 8.25) in equation 8.20) and assuming a
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Maxwellian velocity distribution for the electrons and
protons,

the following rates result upon evaluation of

the integrals

"

8.26a)

t-nnpl

8.26b)

Thus,

the total heating rate of the grains is given by

The remaining problem is that of how the grain is
cooled.

This is accomplished through radiation in the

black body continuum at the current grain temperature.
The rate of energy emission is again given by equation C.4)
under the assumption that a good radiator is a good ab¬
sorber and that the intensity is given by the black body
or Planck function

8, l Tjl

at the grain temperature.

The

result of this argument is the cooling rate

8.27)

The grain temperatures are typically on the order of a
hundred degrees

(Harper, 1971).

Assuming that the grains

radiate as black bodies, such temperatures correspond to
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wavelengths of about thirty microns or about three hundred
times the size of the grains.

For this case (A<<a), the

absorption cross section may be approximated as (Hulst, 1957)

Q

=

HaTt*Q. V*

>

8.28)

where m" is the complex index of refraction for the grain.
Substituting the Planck function and equation 8.28) into
equation 8.27) and evaluating the frequency integral, the
resulting rate is

J TT V C (VTQ5
L

*

UH.M

1

3

Ut)*

N*

*

8.29)

3

Finally, solving the equations at a point R in the nebula

\T

~

\T*t

for Tg, the final expression may be formed in terms of the
basic nebular parameters T e , N e
, and p
N which can be determined by the structure problem and by m" and a, the
dust parameters, as

T, = \ [{
where

+

k = Boltzman constant

ft,= 1.356 xlO11 N
'*
P
14
6=
3.172 xlO
Ne
Va

, 8.30)
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<k = 2.019 xlO77 m"a/TT

F, =

C.

F„ U,1 Q. M

i'J

Infrared Flux
Once T

is found from equation 8.30), using the
9
nebular and dust parameters, equation 8.29)* can be em¬
"

ployed to calculate the rate of emission or volume
emission coefficient
equality of

(Chandrasekhar, 1960) .

The

and throughout the nebula allows a

calculation to be made of the flux due to grain emission
at some distance r from the center of the nebula.

This

value can then be compared with observations (Gillett and
Stein, 1970; Gillett and Merrill, 1972; Low and Aumann,
1970; and Harper, 1971) to check either the validity of
the model or to determine values for the various dust
parameters.

The geometry of figure 5 allows a calculation

to be made of the flux at point P in terms of the emission
coefficient at a given distance r' from the center of the
nebula.

If there is no absorption in the frequency region

of emission ('X^ = 0) , no scattering, and no light incident
upon the nebula, the intensity of light at P due to dust
emission is given by
* In point of fact, equation 8.29) gives the total emission
coefficient over all frequencies—to find it over speci¬
fic frequency intervals, equation 8.27) must be evaluated
between finite limits.
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1

Kt\

since

p
R
r
r
= \ e*dts = ! *

6^ = 0 from R^ to P.

ds

j

8.31)

Upon using some geometric iden¬

tities, it can be easily shown that

as1- a R* l \ - %\ sin1©!

J

and thus equation 8.31) can be written in terms of the dis¬
tance variable r' by which is known from model calcu¬
lations as

I IP!
»

s

31 [ e^Ct^r* [t'l~

8.32)

rst*9

The flux at P is then found by integrating the product of
the intensity and cos9 over all solid angles with the final
result being

pfcu/r

\

a 4TT
Aft Sift©
CftS© '
TTFUP) *
HTT Ja©s;
ft9CftS©

If

x

i

-y*,

*’dr'

. 8.33)

were constant over the entire nebula with the value

^ , then the observed IR flux from the dust at some dis¬
tance r from the nebular center would be given as

irF U>\ = Îjr

a _

t,,

8.34)

Another rather simple model can be constructed.

If the

emission measure is taken constant over small radial
shells of the nebula such that

(r'l =

-for

Ri < T S R; +ftR

then equation 8.33) has the form

8.35)

nF(.N
*
If enough shells are chosen, i.e. N large,

this gives a

rather good approximation to equation 8.33).
Thus, in the preceding sections, the problem of dust
in HII regions has been carried from the theoretical deter¬
mination of cross sections to the actual frequency dependent
flux observed for a particular model.

With the specific

atomic and grain physics determined, it is now time to
combine these results to calculate the structure of the
regions.

Figure 5

Infrared Flux at the Earth

t

t
t
t

is the radius of the nebula, r is the distance from
the center of the nebula to the point p, s is the length of
RJJ

the segment QP, and s' is the distance from Q measured along
QP.
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Chapter 9

The Structure of Gaseous Nebulae

With a description of the atomic and dust physics
complete, the stage is set for a consideration of the
structure of the nebula.

Basically, this structure is de¬

rived by the proper combination of the physical processes
discussed in chapters three (3) through eight (8).

The

basic model employed regards a diffuse nebula as follows:
i) An extended spherical gaseous region consisting mainly
of hydrogen (H) and helium (He) is centered on a young
0-B star or stars.
ii) Within the predominant H region, the elements of oxy¬
gen (0), nitrogen (N), and neon (Ne) exist in trace amounts
.
.
.
-3
in the following ratios by number with respect to H: 10 ,
3.2 xlO-4, 4. xlO-4 (Aller, 1964).
iii) Within the region, dust in a particular ratio to the
-12
hydrogen (typically 10
that of H by number) is found.
As the young star gradually "turns on" in the ultraviolet,
the outstreaming photon flux ionizes the various atomic
species.

Thus, an ionization front begins to move out

with a certain velocity through the previously neutral gas
such that ahead of the front all gas is neutral and behind
it essentially all gas is in a state of ionization.

The

front propagates at a velocity near the local sound speed
(Axford, 1961; Hjellming, 1965) .

The details of this

problem must be treated from a dynamical point of view.
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However, away from the front, there is a region, termed
the equilibrium region, in which the time scale over which
particle densities and velocities change is very long com¬
pared to the time scale of atomic reactions.

Indeed, as

will be demonstrated later in this paper or as is already
known (Stromgren, 1939), the ionization front is very small
in extent compared to the rest of the nebula.

Thus, the

equilibrium region extends over practically the whole
nebula from the surface of the star to very near the front
(Vandervoort, 1964; Mathews, 1965; Lasker, 1965).

As this

paper hopes to deal mainly with the bulk properties of the
whole nebula, the dynamical solution of the ionization
front is not considered as it will have little effect on
the overall structure.

Thus, the nebular model is taken

as one approximating the equilibrium region, i.e. the static
case.

In making this assumption, the concession is made

that solutions obtained near or in the front are a bit
spurious, but because of the small extent of the front,
its overall contribution to a bulk nebular parameter such
as infrared emission will be small.

Therefore, the parame¬

ters defined in our model such as species densities are
now considered time independent for purposes of making
atomic calculations.

As the static nature of the nebula

certainly simplifies greatly the structural calculations,
it would be advantageous for such calculations, especially
the temperature of the region, if the condition of thermal
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equilibrium (TE) were valid.
the case as equation B.6)

Unfortunately, this is not

(see Appendix B) demonstrates.

Without the strong condition of TE to guide a structural
calculation, a milder restraint must be sought.

The one

most promising is that of steady state conditions—that is
the number of processes contributing to the cause of a
particular result must balance the number tending to
destroy the result.

This condition guarantees the main¬

tenance of the nature of the region (e.g. ionization
structure) and is completely in keeping with the equilib¬
rium of static nature of the nebula previously assumed.
Because of these assets and the fact that it is such a
weak assumption, the steady state condition is applied in
the model calculations.

In this model calculation, it is

important to decide what quantities are of greatest
structural interest.

For purposes of the following cal¬

culation, density distributions for the atomic and dust
species are assumed, and the electron densities and tem¬
peratures are computed.

The reasoning behind this choice

of parameters is basically that they are the ones most
readily found from observation and can thereby form the
basis for determining the validity of various models.
Thus, the model with parameters discussed in the first of
this section is calculated under the assumptions of static
equilibrium and steady state by procedures given in the
following sections.

A.

The Radiation Field in the Nebula
There are two basic contributions to the ultra¬

violet field in the diffuse nebula.

The first is the

attenuated field of the central star(s), while the second
is termed the diffuse field and is a result of the ultra¬
violet photons emitted during recombinations of electrons
to the ground states of hydrogen and helium,
a)

Stellar Field

As the only source of this field comes from the star
itself, there is no emission source away from the stellar
surface.

In this case, the field is merely attenuated by

atomic and dust species within the region.

The sources of

absorption are as follows:
i) photoionization of hydrogen
ii) photoionization of helium
iii) absorption by dust grains
Photoionizations of the trace elements would also serve to
deplete the stellar field; however, since their concentra¬
tions are so much smaller than those of hydrogen and helium,
their net effect on the field is minimal.

Turning now to

the equation of transfer for absorption processes, it is
customary to write
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where k is the absorption coefficient (Chandrasekhar,
1960).

Recasting this in terms of the flux at a particular

point in the nebula, equation 9.1) may be written as

-gr TTR'W <rctf

where

* kv

.

-TT F(r, 0)

9*2)

From radiation theory, the form of k is

known in terms of the more easily calculated microscopic
cross sections for the various processes.
that relates k to

The factor

is simply the number density of

the absorbing species
s

(single process)

= Z, Mil) (N different absorbing
i processes).
The discussion in chapters 3-8 has already yielded the form
of all the cross sections for the processes listed i)-iii)
above, and thus the value of

dr

-gf

can be formed simply as

MWeKi-lXt'M* CaVkH) RCUSM

where cis the photoionization cross section for
hydrogen given by equation 3.12),

is the photo¬

ionization cross section for helium given by equation
3.13), C ^

is the absorption cross section for dust grains

given by equation 8.9) or 8.14), N(H) (1-x) represents the

number density of neutral H, N(He)(1-y) represents the
number density of neutral helium, and N(dust) is the number
density of dust grains,

x and y represent respectively

the fraction of hydrogen and helium atoms that are ionized.
A somewhat more tractable form of equation 9.3) emerges if
the following definitions are made

,

cUH,v«V*l

NU»\ u-x'

dr

AXOWI -

ttUe) U-y\

dr
9.4)

tA'Vo (da*4\ . M

,

dr

and the forms of the photoionization cross sections substi¬
tuted to yield

% =

Here and 1.808

CûU^T.Uus« . 9.5)

correspond to the ionization thresh¬

olds for neutral hydrogen and helium.

Helium could also be

in the Hell state of ionization, and a photoionization of
this state could also contribute to the absorption coef¬
ficient.

However, the stellar atmospheres and related

spectrums considered here have a very small fraction of

their emitted photons with wavelengths shorter than 227 A
which is the ionization wavelength of Hell.

Thus, photo¬

ionization of Hell yields a very minor contribution to
the overall absorption.
flux at any point

Returning to equation 9.2),

the

in the nebula in terms of the flux

at position r^ (r is measured from the center of the star
and rr^)

is found to be given simply as

=

TTF

e"**

9.6)

Stellar atmosphere calculations give the emergent flux at
the surface of the star (r = R*).

Using the well-known

radiation theory result

equation 9.6) can be cast in terms of the known stellar
surface flux as

9.7)

If the model variables were known at a particular point in
the nebula,
b)

then equation 9.7) could be solved for the flux,

Diffuse Field

As the stellar photons stream through the nebula,
they ionize the various species of atoms, producing elec¬
trons and positive ions.

It is then possible for an elec¬

tron and ion to recombine, producing a bound system with

the emission of a photon in the ultraviolet.

This recom¬

bination emission is the source of the diffuse nebular
field.
The sources of absorption of this field are the same
as those acting to attenuate the stellar field.

Thus, the

absorption coefficient can simply be written as in equation
9.3) .

On the other hand, the emission coefficient, which

stems mainly from the recombinations of electrons with
protons and Hell (dust radiates negligible in the UV),
has the form

e,

= Vwixuwu,^uw.vû/

HIT .

9.8)

where xN(H) is the number density of ionized hydrogen,
yN(He) is the number density of ionized helium,
= XN (H) + yN(He) and represents the number density of
free electrons, |3t

15,^

is the recombination coefficient

to the ground state of H and He and is given by equation
4.4) , and h V

is the energy emitted during the recombina¬

tion (energy of the photon emitted).

In this treatment,

the two photon processes between the n = 2 metastable
states and the ground state have been neglected (Hummer
and Seaton, 1964), and only the recombinations to the
ground state of hydrogen and helium are considered as
only these transitions contribute to the UV field.

In

addition, the contribution to the UV field due to recom-
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binations of free electrons with the trace elements is
neglected.

Even though the recombination coefficient for

the trace elements can be an order of magnitude greater
than those of hydrogen and helium, their number densities
are generally three to four orders of magnitude smaller.
As the emission coefficient depends on the product of the
recombination coefficient and the number density,

the con¬

tribution to the emission coefficient due to the trace
elements is about one hundredth of the contribution from
hydrogen and helium.

Thus, it is reasonable to neglect

the field due to recombinations with the trace elements.
The equation of transfer for an emission-absorption region
has the form

éli

dr

s

,1 v

9.9)

+ ^v

which has a solution
,

J
where

a

3

a
^

prt

«

A©

=

I-

As

, s is the distance from a fixed

volume element dv to another volume element dv1
nebula, and S (0)
boundary

9.10)

in the

is the distance from dv to the nebular

(Rubin, 1968).

Equation 9.10)

is rather compli¬

cated, and therefore a search for some form of approxima¬
tion is certainly in order.

As the star "turns on" in the
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ultraviolet, the ionization front which is driven by both
the stellar and diffuse fields moves outward until the
static phase is reached where the total rate of photoioni¬
zation equals that of recombination.

In other words,

there

is no longer a net outward flux of ionizing photons.

Thus,

it can be stated that for the whole nebula

9.11)

where the integration is over the nebular volume V.

That is,

every photon emitted by the diffuse field is absorbed by the
nebula—none escape.

The standard approximation to make at

this juncture is the "on the spot"

(OTS) approximation

which simply replaces equation 9.11) by

ev =

9.12)

»

That is, each photon emitted in a small volume element is
reabsorbed in the same volume

(Zanstra, 1951).

referred to as Approximation I.

OTS will be

A very important consequence

of equation 9.12) is that

•VTT S

5 £v Jlv
9.13)

where (3) (T)

is the recombination coefficient to the ground

state integrated over all frequencies and given by equation
4.10’).

Another approximation, Approximation II, that is
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usually used in conjunction with OTS is the assumption that
only hydrogen absorbs the diffuse hydrogen photons and
only helium absorbs the photons produced by recombinations
to helium states (Hjellming, 1965).

With this assumption,

the diffuse field can be considered in two parts

This in effect decouples the hydrogen and helium problems
and allows revision of equation 9.13) to

HTTSMÎWA* = xvUMNjMVn

and

y

>

9.14)

since only H absorbs H photons and likewise for He.

If

models are calculated using OTS (Hjellming, 1965) and
equation 9.10), the results indicate that the diffuse field
tends to raise the nebular temperature in the inner regions.
Since in the inner regions the mean free path of a photon
is large (i.e. the optical depth is small), the photon can
travel large distances before being absorbed.

OTS demands

absorption in a very small volume and therefore is expected
to be in error in these inner nebular regions.
dust is present m quantities of 10

-12

to 10

-9

However, if
that of the

gas by numbers, the mean free path is again small, even in
the inner regions, and OTS would be expected to be valid.
For our calculations, we employed the OTS technique for the
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models in this paper.

Since a major point of interest here

is the effect of dust on the nebular structure, we are
fortunate that the OTS approximation appears valid for
such models.

B.

The Ionization Structure of a Diffuse Nebula
In seeking a solution to the values of x and y and

the value of the electron density throughout the region, it
is necessary to call upon the steady state approximation
detailed earlier in the introduction to this chapter.

To

this end, the assumption is made that

q

= number of photoionizations = number of recombinations
ph /volume/time /volume/time
9.15)

^rec
As hydrogen and helium are the dominant species, only
processes related to them will be considered.

Also, by

Approximation II, these two species may be considered
separately in equation 9.15).

The number of photoioniza¬

tions per unit volume per unit time of a particular species
a. is given by equation C.3) as

9.16)
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On the other hand, the number of recombinations per unit
volume per unit time for a species has the general form of
equation C.l)

Vwc. *

-TIN-»

9.17)

For the specific case of hydrogen and helium, equation 9.15)
has the form

MU') U-X)

l Tt F«y»U

9.18)

: X NUANe

9.19)

= y NWrtN, ÇttUJ)
where ^(T)

,

is the total integrated recombination coefficient

and is given by equation 4.10).

By identifying

ÇS C

fTÏ

with the expression for the recombination coefficient in
equation 4.10), we are making an assumption, which we shall
make throughout, that helium may be modeled by a hydrogen¬
like atom.

Burgess and Seaton (1960) have shown that this

assumption introduces an error of about five per cent in
the value of the recombination coefficient
typical nebular temperatures.

at

Equations 9.18) and 9.19)

can be solved simultaneously for x and y.

It should be

noted that these two equations are coupled through their
joint dependence on Ne.

Also,

and Ja are de¬

pendent on the value of the attenuation factor The
attenuation factor in turn depends on the other nebular
parameters, mainly the electron temperature.

Considering

Approximations I and II and using equation 9.14), equations
9.18) and 9.19) may be simplified as follows

VUUM\-X^«UMïïF(i\Vki\i

* X

* 'f

9.20)

pxlttefTÏl .9.21)

Thus, under the steady state and OTS approximations, equa¬
tions have been found whose solutions yield the desired
ionization structure of the nebula.

C.

The Temperature Structure of a Diffuse Nebula
In order to find the temperature as a function of

nebular radius, a slightly different tack from the last
section is involved.

As demonstrated earlier, the elec¬

trons are in thermal equilibrium due to the thermalizing
effects of the electron-electron elastic collisions.

This

means in general that the energy gained by the electrons

in a particular volume must equal the energy lost.

The

processes by which an electron can gain energy are as
follows :
i) photoionization of hydrogen and helium,
ii) collisional de-excitation by electron colli¬
sions with the trace elements, and
iii) photo-electric ejection from the dust grains.
This latter process is very small compared to the first
and second ones and for purposes of this study is neglected
(Spitzer, 1948).

Thus, the energy gained by the electrons

per unit volume per time for photoionizations is and
may be written using equation C.4) as

*

JtW-h^UCM)UFCv)*)4 HrrTW.vU ^

+ 5 CVO - V

Mo') d VWe

where the factor (TW

-

IWQ)

9.22)

F"V HIT Ï

expresses the fact that no

photoionization of H can occur unless the photon has energy
in excess of h\>Q.
the same for He.

The factor (hV - 1.808 hi^) expresses
The energy gained per unit volume per

unit time by an electron during a de-excitational collision
with a particular atomic species is found by multiplying
equation 6.12), which applies for transitions between two
levels, by the energy difference between the two levels
X ^j connecting the initial state i and the final state j
of the atomic electron and summing over all levels under
consideration
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£ £

SiU.'o

9.23)

i'l
where M = 2 for ions with np

1
5
or np configurations and

2
3
4
M = 5 for the np , np , and np configurations.

To

generalize equation 9.23) to the case where a number of
species occupy the nebula, the following notation is
introduced:
k = the element index and has values 1, 2, 3 corres¬
ponding to the elements of 0, Ne, and N,
1 = the degree of ionization (1 for neutral, 2 for
singly ionized, 3 for doubly ionized, etc.), and
i or j = various levels of a given species.
Thus, generalizing equation 9.23)
one species,

L

to account for more than

the result becomes

= £T.

9 24

- >

4*A

with the total electron energy gained by collisional de¬
excitations given by

\a = £ £

,

9.25)

Combining the two results, the total energy gained by the
electrons per unit volume per unit time G is simply

G

=

9ph + qa

9.26)

Electrons may lose energy through the following set
of processes:
i) recombinations to bound levels of hydrogen and
helium*
ii) collisional excitations of the trace elements
iii) free-free emissions
iv) electron-dust collisions
The rate at which energy is lost by the electrons to the
dust qe(j is given by equation 8.20), while the rate for
electron recombinations qer is given by equation 4.3).
The ratio of these two rates becomes

%SS s
~

N»

X <«t

TtC

}

<<r^x3>

where

s ^ «k

WV1)

V cXN*

,

Since the cross sections are very well behaved over the
range of integration, a rough estimate can be made by
taking
1

<*r«t ^ vo'"

However, for the nebular models considered in this report,
we consider the gas to dust ratios, N (H)/N (dust) , to be
greater than or equal to 10^ in agreement with observa¬
tions.

Thus, the ratio of the two rates becomes

* Recombinations to the trace elements are neglected owing
to their small concentrations relative to H and He.
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le*

>~

\0

3
9.27)

i

and the electron dust collisions are neglected with respect
to recombinations.

The rate of energy loss by collisional

excitations is given for a particular level by multiplying
equation 6.8) by the energy of the transition X • •

le®

s

Ne Ui XU; Xij

.

9.28)

This can be compared with the loss due to electron-dust
collisions by dividing equation 9.28) by equation 8.26b)
to obtain

—a =

V

\ox* N; IU; Xi\

For typical nebular conditions,

T

=
e

5000 °K,

= 10-3N(H),

= 1, and N(H)/N(dust) = 10^? therefore,

"U*-

c:

\oa*3

9.29)

Thus, the dust effects on the cooling may be ignored.
Now that the important terms have been determined, an
actual expression for the energy loss by the electrons per
unit volume per unit time can be derived.

Equation 4.3)

gives the rate for recombinations to a state n; if this
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result is multiplied by the energy loss h\> -hvn in the
transition from the continuum to the bound state, the
result is to give the energy loss rate for that particu¬
lar frequency.

What is of greater importance is the

total energy loss by recombinations for a single species
for all levels and all frequencies.

This can be found

by integrating the one state rate over all frequencies
and then summing over all atomic bound states

^ =•

N IU Nt i U,T )

9.30)

such that

x ii,r>

ti+\

where i refers to the particular atomic species and Yn(T)
is defined by equation 4.6).

Thus, the total energy loss

rate by recombinations to hydrogen and helium qej_ may be
written as

+ yMttt\Ne'utu.-n

.

9.3u

The collisional excitation loss rate qee can be presented
in the same form as that of collisional de-excitation if
in equation 9.24)

is replaced by Se of equation 6.8)

such that
(A M-V

qse =
*•

tt
[tt
Jk X

9.32)
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Finally, the energy loss rate for free-free interactions
can be expressed by using equation 7.1) and multiply¬
ing by the electron and proton densities

C|^

=

.

9.33)

Thus, combining equations 9.31, 32, and 33)

to find the

energy lost by the electrons per unit volume per unit time
and equating this to equation 9.26), the energy balance
equation becomes, after some minor rearrangement

£I\n
xa.t ;v.,i\t$tuou i.,i\ 1
X a.

=

V^Ti)

i* »•*'

9.34)

Q

S IV»-WM
4

•V ^

W«t r.tft Aÿ

If the assumptions I and II are applied to the energy inte¬
gral,

the following result holds

^ (V>-K-O k.* il âï

K»

~

^ U»-Vr»*} €.* 4^ - X NUMOiAH,"^
*

W\>

*

. 9.35)

Thus, equation 9.34), under the assumption of OTS and
Approximation II, can be presented as

X NtWiUe Yw0

+k

S lT\l +
X

£
1 XU.iii.plyMii,\\pll*\
*

J

This equation can be placed in a more useful form by using
equations 9.20 and 21) and rearranging equation 9.36); the
result being

W =

[ x*uwilVm,'msiT\l+ ^ tuu«\ v tw*v-n
9.37a)

-\

« X
and
\N

s

xmu\
M

e

$-UVWnFlr,Vk A*

V mart 6* tw'

Vrt

9.37b)

S 1.4-*!*«,•»•> wTUvrt &
C cUW,^^ flÇM àâ

where

*‘m = *m-ï,CI)

»

$'a\ =

>

and
à*x Uv
Therefore, if x and y and the radiation field were known at
a particular point, equation 9.37) could be solved itera¬
tively for the electron temperature Te*

The above equations assume that the populations of
the various levels of the trace elements are known.

In

order to establish a form by which this can be accomplished,
the following notation is introduced:
N(k) = the number density of a particular element,
N(k,l) = the number density of a particular ionized species
of element k, and
N(k,l,i) = the number density of electrons in the ith atomic
level of species (k,l), where k and 1 as before.
The following relations must hold by the very nature of
these definitions

The equation governing the number of ions of a given ele¬
ment in a particular degree of ionization can be formulated
by a steady state condition, that is the number of ions
into ionization state 1 must be the same as the number
leaving this state.

Recalling equation C.3), the number of

transitions per unit volume per unit time from ionization
state 1 to 1 + 1 (e.g. from Oil to OIII) is

where

(k,l) is the photo ionization cross section for an

ion or atom in ionization state 1 and is given by equation
3.14).

On the other hand, the recombination rate from

State 1 + 1 to state 1 is given by

q

U*\>a\

Lrtc

*

tte

^CV,5.»T)

.

9.40)

is the total integrated recombination coefficient
for the trace elements and has the form of equation 4.11).
The condition of steady state requires that
number out of 1/volume/time = number into 1/volume/time
or

a

In a more recognizable form this implies

Ivi)

.
=

-

I*\)

9.41)
Uç VUK,JUO

This holds for 1 such that 2 $HL, where L is the highest
degree of ionization and the cllU,î^
by equation 3.14).

functions are given

A set of equations 9.41) is thus set up

for each ionized species of a particular element and the
number densities can be found from their simultaneous solu¬
tion, once N (k) and the flux are known.

This solves the

problem if the N(k,l,i) functions can be determined.

This

is not difficult if the steady state argument is again in¬
voked.

The argument applies here to each specific atomic

energy level and implies that the number of transitions
into state i must equal the number out of i.

A state i of
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a trace ion i can be populated by collisional excitation
from a lower lying state and by collisional de-excitations
or spontaneous emission from a higher state j.

It can be

depopulated by collisional de-excitations or spontaneous
emissions to lower state m or by collisional excitations
to a higher state j.

Combining these results, the detailed

balancing argument demands for the population of the jth
level

j-v

%LM U.O>.»îtjï -

- ft,

^

tA

9.42)

where R^(k,l,i,j) = N (k, 1, j) A(k, 1, j, i) with A(k,l;j,i)
being the Einstein coefficient for the j to i transition
(see Chapter 5).

Hence, knowing N(k,l)

from equation 9.41),

the values for N(k,l,i) can be simultaneously computed.
Knowing N(k)

for each species and the flux, equation 9.41)

can be solved for the N(k,l) .
equation 9.42)
of all species.
equation 9.37)

This in turn can be used in

to solve for the level populations N(k,l,i)
With x,y and the N(k,l,i) known at a point,
can then be solved for the temperature at

each point in the nebula.

Chapter 10

Method of Solution

The equations derived in the previous chapter which
govern the ionization and temperature structure of a
gaseous nebula are much too complex to yield to an anal¬
ytical solution.

Instead, we are forced to seek a numeri¬

cal solution to determine the ionization fractions and
electron temperature as functions of distance.

In order to

treat the method of solution in greater detail, this
chapter is divided into two sections.

In the first, a

general qualitative outline of the method is presented,
while in the second, the actual numerical techniques are
discussed.
a)

General Procedure

The ionization equations (9.20 and 9.21) from which
the ionization structure of the nebula can be determined
and the energy balance equation (9.37) by which the elec¬
tron temperature is computed at each nebular point are all
dependent on only three unknown quantities, x, y, and Te,
since, for our models, we assume that the spatial distribu¬
tions of the elements and dust and the stellar spectrum
are known a priori.

With three equations and three un¬

knowns, it is at least assured that a solution to the
problem exists.

If then, a model stellar atmosphere is

chosen and the densities of the various elements and dust
at a particular point in the nebula are known, the solu-

tions of the ionization and energy balance equations will
give the values of the ionization fractions of hydrogen
and helium, x and y, and the electron temperature
that point.

at

For values of the elemental and dust densities

at a different point, a new set of equations arises which
gives new values for the ionization and temperature at
this new point.

Also, the values of the flux and other

nebular parameters at a particular nebula point depend
upon their values at previous (interior) points.

The ne¬

cessity of re-evaluating the three main equations at each
new point and the fact that the values of x, y, and Tg at
one point determine some of the parameters that affect
their values at other nearby points tends to suggest an
iterative procedure for seeking the temperature and ioniza¬
tion profiles for the nebula.
The question now arises as to how this iterative
procedure is initiated and how it is continued for subse¬
quent nebular points.

We assume that at the surface of

the star all hydrogen and helium gases are completely
ionized; that is x = y = 1.

Thus, there is no attenuation

right at the surface, and therefore, the attenuation
factor is zero there.

The boundary conditions at the

surface of the star then become
x = y = 1
and

^otH\ - 'Vwe^ *

UmU « o

10.1)

9 3

A plausible technique to use to determine the solution at
each point in the nebula might be to begin at the surface
of the star with the initial values in equation 10.1) and
gradually to step out at small increments of r (the radial
distance from the center of the nebula), solving for the
three unknowns at each new point.

In fact as x, y, and *C*

are known at the surface (r = R* with R* the radius of the
star), equation 9.37) can be solved uniquely for a value
of the electron temperature Tq.

With these values, x(R*),

y(R*) and Te(R*), differential equations 9.4) can be
solved for the values of

at a new point r = R*+ fc»R.

Knowing #'£0(H) , ^«(He), and Y0(dust), equation 9.7) gives
the flux at R* +

With the flux so determined, equa¬

AR.

tions 9.20) and 9.21) can be solved simultaneously for x
and y.

Finally, since x(R* +

AR),

y (R* +

AR)

and

tT F (R* + AR) are known, equation 9.37) solves for the
electron temperature

TQ

at R* + AR.

This procedure may

be repeated in order to solve for x, y, and Tg at all sub¬
sequent nebular points.

A summary of the above method for

solving for the values of x, y, and Tg at a particular
point r = r^ is presented diagrammatically in figure 6a.
There is one drawback in this procedure; the values
of x and y for the point r^ were calculated using the
electron temperature at r^ - AR and not, as needed, at r^.
Similarly, the electron temperature calculated at r^ was
done so with x and y evaluated at the temperature of the

Figure 6a

Method of Solution

The values of x, y, and Te are assumed known at r. j * H -fc3« The
above procedure indicates the method by which their values are found
at
*R. The functional dependence of the major equations together
with*their text numbers are also given.
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previous point,

- ÛR.

The remedy to this problem is

rather simple: Before proceeding to the next r calcula¬
tion, the temperature calculated from equation 9.37) is
used in equations 9.20) and 9.21) to find new values for
x and y which are, in turn, used to derive a new electron
temperature.

This procedure is repeated until convergence

in x, y, and Tfi is reached.

With the values of x, y, and

Tfî now determined at r^, the three main equations are
again invoked, and the above procedure is repeated for
r = r + ûR.

Continuing this process, the structure of

the nebula can be determined.
In figure 6b, an expansion of a part of figure 6a is
shown in order to diagrammatically display the details of
the iterative procedure described above.

This iterative

technique may seem a rather cumbersome addition to an
already complex computational procedure, but various nebu¬
lar parameters (e.g. the rate collisional excitation, Se)
are so sensitive to small changes in x, y, and Tg that
methods neglecting the iteration on these variables give
spurious results.

In figure 7, we display two graphs of

the electron temperature profile for a nebula excited by
a star with an effective temperature of 40,000°K.

The

dashed curve shows the results of a model calculation in
which the iteration on x, y, and Tg was neglected (i.e.
the procedure of figure 6a).

The nebula in which the

iterative method described in figure 6b is employed is

Flguro 6b

An Iterative Technique

The index i gives the particular value of r,r.. The
index j denotes which iteration on x,y, and x is
involved. Tol is the tolerance to within whicfi conver
gence is sought.

given by the solid curve.

In both cases, the increments

ÛR were chosen sufficiently small such that the techniques
employed to solve these differential equations gave con¬
vergent, stable results for each case.

The conclusion is

straightforward: Any serious calculation of the struc¬
tural features of gaseous nebulae must include this inter¬
nal iterative procedure at each step.

In this section,

we have presented a general procedure for solving for the
ionization and temperature structure of a diffuse nebula.
We now turn attention to the specific numerical procedures
used in our program.
b)

Numerical Methods

In this section, we consider the actual numerical
methods employed to solve for the structural features of
gaseous nebulae.

Continuing with the general procedure

introduced in the previous section, the numerical tech¬
niques are discussed in the order that they appear in
figure 6a.

We will, thus, begin with the solution for the

attenuation factor and end with that for the electron
temperature.
The attenuation factors 't.(H),

T. (He), and ''É# (dust)

are found by solving the set of differential equations
9.4) .

This may be accomplished by a numerical integration

technique.

In order to evaluate the value of the

factors at a particular point r^, most of these techniques
require their values at several previous points.

However,

Figure 7

Comparison of Computational Methods

Temperature vs. radial distance from the center of the
nebula. The dashed curve is for a model calculation
without the internal iterative loop. The solid curve
represents a calculation with this procedure included.

in this problem, we have only the value of the factors
and their first derivatives at the surface of the star

i "St ^

®

1

.

Fortunately, there is a procedure that

can be started at any point from knowledge of only the
function and its derivative.

This extremely powerful

technique is the Runge-Kutta integration method
(Abramowitz and Stegan, 1964).

If the values of the

attenuation factors are known at r^, the Runge-Kutta tech¬
nique calculates their values at r. + h (h is an arbitrary
step size) by evaluating the derivative at four specific
points in the interval (r^ + h, r^).

Thus, for each step,

the functions on the right hand side of equation 9.4)
must be evaluated four times.

For our specific problem,

the differential equations are coupled through their mutual
dependence on x and y, and, therefore, a fourth-order RungeKutta technique must be used.
has produced values of the

Once the Runge-Kutta method
factors at several points,

we then use the more efficient predictor-corrector tech¬
nique of Hamming (Ralston and Wilf, 1960).

Since this

method uses values of the functions calculated at previous
points, it requires only two new functional evaluations at
each step.

Thus, for our purpose, the Hamming method is

about twice as fast as the Runge-Kutta one.

In the course

of our model calculations, we found that for certain ranges
in nebular size there was an optimal step size h that was
small enough to assure a well-behaved solution but large

enough to conserve valuable computer time.

These step

sizes for various nebular sizes are as follows:
Nebular Size (Parsecs) h(Parsecs)
0.05

<2

2-5
5-9
9-17

0.10

0.25
0.50

It is important to note that near the ionization boundary,
where x changes from unity to zero in about one tenth of
the nebular size, the step size must be reduced drastical¬
ly to assure a well-behaved solution.

The internal logic

of our version of the Hamming predictor-corrector tech¬
nique (IBM Scientific Package, 1967) made this step size
change automatically.

However, for the bulk of the nebula

the optimal step size seemed to work quite well.

The

integration technique discussed above provides a method
for determining the ’'Y© factors at a certain point in the
nebula.

From the attenuation factors *?© , the flux, x and

y, and finally

TQ

can be found.

In order to evaluate the functions on the right side
of equation 9.4), the values of x and y are needed.

These

are found from a simultaneous solution of the non-linear
coupled equations 9.20) and 9.21).

The method employed in

this solution is the Gauss-Sidel technique (McCalla, 1967)
For the set of these equations which correspond to a par¬
ticular nebular point r^, the solution is started by
taking as the values of x and y their values at the pre¬
vious point r^ - h.

This value for x is used in equation
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9.21) to determine a new value for y.

This new y value is

then substituted into equation 9.20) to determine a new x.
This x value is then compared with the initial x value.
If these agree to within a certain tolerance, the equa¬
tions are considered solved.

If not, the new value for

x is now considered the initial value and the above pro¬
cedure is repeated until agreement within tolerance is
obtained.

In our program, this technique was found to

converge within a tolerance of 10

—8

within three to six

iterations.
Once

, x, and y are found at a point r^, the flux

may be found directly from equation 9.7).

With these four

quantities known, equation 9.37) can be solved for the
electron temperature Te(r^) at point r^.
can be cast in the form f(x, y, Te,

TTF)

Equation 9.37)
= 0.

Since Tg is

the only unknown, the solution for the electron tempera¬
ture becomes a search for the root (s) of this equation.
This equation does not yield to an analytical solution,
and, therefore, a numerical method must be sought.

The

method which we derived is a parabolic extension of the
inverse linear interpolation scheme.

From the two values

of Te corresponding to the two previous values of r, r^_^
and

r

^_2'

a

Ç[uaâratic extrapolation is performed to deter¬

mine a rough guess Te^(r^) °f the electron temperature at
r^.
T

el*

The function f is then evaluated at this temperature
Using this value of the function f(Tg^), the tempera-
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ture Te^, and the value of the derivative of this function
at the previous r point,

UF/ &T = t $ ft*»

t\^ri.^"T«xlri-oV a new guess for the root is found by

Tflvrjt

a

*"

tiïl Lï

Again, the function is evaluated at this new temperature.
With this value f(Te2) and the temperature T^, an inverse
linear interpolation is performed to give a third guess of
the root Te3 (r^) by the following formula

UlT„V <‘T.M
and the function is evaluated at Te3.

A fourth guess of

the root is then made by making an inverse parabolic inter¬
polation on these three points, solving for the point at
which f (T ) = 0.

This guess is labeled T

compared with the value of Tg3 (r^).

A(r.)

and is

If they are within a

certain tolerance, then is taken to be the root.
not, the function is evaluated at T

If

and the parabolic

fit is repeated for T^, Te3 and the value of T^ or Te3
closest to Te4 This iteration is continued until the
tolerance condition is met.

The function f(Te) requires

a very long time to compute compared to the time to per¬
form the algebraic calculations of a particular integration
method.

Therefore, the test of the efficiency of a root¬

finding technique is how few times it must evaluate f(Te).
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In a test run for typical values of r, x, y, and TTF(r,v)
and a required tolerance of one hundreth of a degree, the
parabolic technique required three to four function evalua¬
tions to find the root while the inverse linear interpola¬
tion technique required between eight and ten such
evaluations.

The remarkable convergence of the parabolic

method can be! seen more readily in the following table
the case of a[ model nebula excited by ,a 36,000°K star:
r = 0.75 pc
el

T

e2

= 2580.564

T

2723.094

e3 = 2581.785
= 2580.585
T
e4

eli = 5999.304

H3
CD
to

T

r = 4.00 pc

T

T

e3

= 6369.332
= 6033.282

e*
<D

= 6036.1094

T
- 2580.585
e5
e5c = 6036.1093 .
Thus, we seem to be justified in using the parabolic fit
T

technique to find the electron temperature.
Before closing this section, a brief discussion of
several minor parts of the program to which specific
numerical techniques apply is undertaken: (1) In equations
9.20), 9.21) and 9.37), integrals over frequency must be
evaluated.

These integrals are performed by a six-point

Gaussian Quadrature technique (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)
with the procedure terminated and restarted across discon¬
tinuities,

(2) The model atmospheres give the surface flux

as a function of frequency in tabular form.

All of these

atmospheres display a discontinuity at the ionization poten-
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tial of Hel (504 A) and present no data for frequencies
O

below the ionization potential for Hell (228 A).

This pre¬

sentation is rather inconvenient since tabular points
rarely coincide with the points at which the integral is
evaluated.

To avoid this complication, the tabular values

of the model atmospheres were logarithmically fit by a
five point Lagrangian interpolation scheme in two separate
O

O

regions, one between 228 A to 504 A and the other between
O

O

504 A to 911 A.

A fit for longer wavelengths was unneces¬

sary as the cross sections in the integrals are zero below
the ionization potential of HI.

The fit produced the

coefficients of a fourth order polynomial which could then
be used as a continuous analytical representation of the
tabular values.

(3) Finally, equation 9.42) represents,

for m = 5, five equations and five unknown level population
number densities.

This set of equations is solved for each

appropriate species by a full-pivotal matrix technique.
A summary of the major numerical techniques applied to the
various steps of the problem is presented in figure 8.
The results of applying these techniques to the nebular
problem are presented in the following chapters.

Figure 8

Summary of Numerical Techniques
r'
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Chapter 11

Results
•

In chapters 3-8, the general physics of specific
microscopic processes which occur in HII regions was dis¬
cussed.

These processes were then combined in chapter 9

to form a macroscopic model of a diffuse nebula from which
such features as size and electron temperature could be
derived.

In chapter 10, the discussion turned to the

actual procedures by which these various features are cal¬
culated.

Now, we wish to present some of the results of

these model nebulae calculations.

To present this in the

most efficient form, the chapter is divided into two sec¬
tions.

In the first, a table is presented which lists

some of the most important models considered in this study.
The table includes all the given or input data for a par¬
ticular model and several parameters derived from the
calculation which characterize the region.

There are,

however, many more quantities of interest that can be de¬
rived from these calculations, for example, the variation
of the electron temperature with distance.

Including a

plot of all of these quantities for every model would be
much too cumbersome.

In order to retain some idea of the

comprehensive nature of these models, the second section
is devoted exclusively to a detailed presentation of the
output quantities of one particular model nebula.

This

will hopefully serve as a guide when other such quantities
and functions are introduced in the next chapters.

Table 4

(onf3)

(cm*3)

Models of HII Regions

(°K)

(°2C) •

(parseos)

F£F.

N(HK

K (He)
N (H)

N (D)
K (H)
»(H)

(H) H
T,

T

R

FIG
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A.

Modeled Nebulae
Table 4 presents a summary of some of the more im¬

portant models of gaseous nebulae considered in this study.
The number presented in the table represents about one
fifth of the total number of nebulae studied.

The first

six columns of this table display various parameters that
distinguish one model from another.

These parameters are

the known quantities upon which the models are based.

The

next three columns give values of other parameters that
are derived form the actual model calculation discussed in
chapter 10.

Finally, the last column refers to the place

in the text where this particular model is discussed.

We

now briefly discuss the meaning of each column in Table 4.
i)

The first column, T*, gives the effective surface

temperature of the star or stars which excite the nebula.
Its value is in degrees Kelvin.
ii)

The second column, REF., gives a code which

identifies the particular model stellar atmosphere employed
as one of the following:
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

T*

R*/R

50.000
40.000
37,450
36.000
35.000
32,940
30,730
30.000

9.0
7.0
6.5
6.0
6.0
5.2
4.5
4.5

log g
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

reference
MA
MA
BM
M
MA
BM
BM
M
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R* is the radius of the star, log g is the logarithm of
the gravitational acceleration at the stellar surface, and
R0

is the radius of the Sian.

The references are as follows:

M - (Mihalas, 1965) non-LTE model;
MA- (Mihalas and Auer, 1970) non-LTE and line blanketed
models ;
BM- (Bradley and Morton, 1969) non-LTE and line blanketed
models.
iii) The third column, N(H)q, gives a characteristic
number density for hydrogen for the model.
iv) The fourth column, N(He)/N(H), gives the ratio
of the number density of helium to that .of hydrogen.

This

ratio is assumed constant over the entire nebula.
v) The fifth column, N(D)/N(H), gives the ratio
of the number density of the dust grains to that of hydro¬
gen.

This ratio may be either constant or variable over

the nebula.
column.

When it is constant, its value appears in the

The codes (1)—(5) refer to the following variable

density ratios (N (dust)/N(H) ) :
(1)

0.0 ,
-11

10
(2)

,

r < 0.03
r ^ 0.03

10-13 (90. exp(-10.(r-0.425)2)

o
o•

r < 0.05

*

(3)

+10.)
1

14

10
(-4000.(r-0.3)+ 1000.)
_14
10
(-3300.(r-0.6)+ 10.)
IQ"13
(4)

6. x 10-13
2. x 10"12

,
,

ri 0.2
r > 0.2

0.05 $ r < 0.3
0.3 * r <0.6
r >, 0.6
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(5)

0.0
10

,
r < 0.03
, 0.03* r$ 0.2

6. x 10-12

,

-12

r > 0.2

The grains are considered to have a radius o f 0.1/K except
in two cases:
*

- A grain radius of 0.5jx is used.

** - A grain radius of

0.3/K

is used.

r is the radial distance measured from the center of the
nebula in units of parsecs.
vi) The sixth column, N(H), gives the radial vari¬
ation of the number density of hydrogen over the nebula.
If the symbol

N(H)Q

appears in this column, this means that

N (H) is constant over the entire nebula with the value of
N(H)Q

in column 3.

The variable densities are presented

explicitly except for one case.

(I) indicates the density

distribution used by Seaton and Brocklehurst (1970) for the
Orion nebula; it has the form

l.s

X 10*

t. o

X to1*

5,0

X

VO3
3

X 10
\.o

3, o

X lo3
X 10*

X to*
1. o X to*

A. O

0.0000
0. o o H 4
0. o 3 44
0. »5 H4
0. >S44
0. H o HM
0. *UHH
o.*lî^4

v* «

o.
o.
O.
0.
0.
0.
0.

p s

\.

*

r 5

4
4
4

r

*

r

*
4
$

r
IP

*
*

5
5

r 4

OOHH

©*HH
» S 44
AS44
HO 4M
5bH4
H3H4

vii) The seventh column, T^, gives the electron
temperature at the surface of the star.
viii) The eighth column, Tmax , gives the approximate
maximum electron temperature reached in the nebular model.
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ix) The ninth column, R , gives the size of the HII
s
region or the distance from the center in parsecs to the
point at which x = 0.5.
x) The tenth column, FIG., refers to the place in
the text where a figure describing a feature of this model
is displayed.
xi) The eleventh column assigns a number to certain
of the models in order to facilitate referencing them.
Finally, all of the models of this table are calculated
with the new energy dependent collision strengths of table
3^, and all models are considered to have the same relative
abundances of the major elements.

The ratios to that of

hydrogen are as follows: N(0)/N(H) = 10~3, N(N)/N(H) =
3.2xl0~4, and N(Ne)/N(H) = 4.0xl0"4

B.

(Aller, 1964).

Consideration of One Model
In the previous section, we presented an extensive

table detailing the major input or known parameters of each
model and displaying a few quantities that were derived
from the model calculations.

These output quantities were

given to display very general features of the models, such
as size, and were not intended to be a comprehensive report¬
ing of all the quantities derived from our calculations.
Indeed, if we were to display the various features of each
model nebula in table 4, we would need another whole volume
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of text.

Instead, we will choose one particular model and

present all the important parameters that can be derived
from it.

In doing so, a brief discussion of each feature

will be given in order to explain its function in this and
other problems related to diffuse nebulae.
In chapter 10, we discussed the procedure by which
various nebular features, such as the electron temperature,
could be calculated at various points throughout the model
nebula.

We now turn our attention to the results of these

calculations.

For purposes of discussion, the following

model nebula is considered:
Exciting Star
N(H)

35,000°K (code 5, table 4) ,
10.

cm ^ ,

N (H)/N (He)

0.15 ,

N(D)/N(H)

10-11 .

and the relative abundances of the trace elements are those
of the previous section.
One of the important features calculated from this
model is the electron temperature T&.

Figure 9 gives a

graph of the electron temperature as a function of radial
distance r from the center of the nebula.

The information

on the variance of Tg with distance has applications to
several problems related to HII regions.

Knowing the

functional dependence of T0 with distance, together with
that of x and y, equations of transfer for the high level
hydrogen recombination lines can be solved for volume

Figure

4»

9

Electron Temperature
VS

Distance
Figure

XO

(parsecs)

Ionization Fractions of Hydrogen and Helium
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eraissivities.

By a procedure analogous to that in section

C of chapter 8, these emissivities can be used to calculate
the intensities of these lines as viewed at the earth.
The comparison of these calculated intensities with those
actually observed offers a method of testing the validity
of using a particular model to explain a real astrophysical
object or of setting various nebular parameters.

In

addition, the electron temperature is one of the factors
that determine the grain temperature and thereby the infra¬
red flux emitted by the nebula.
Another important quantity is the ionization fraction.
The variation of the hydrogen x and the helium y ionization
fractions with radial distance is given in figure 10.

As

already discussed, x and y are essential to the calculations
of the high level recombination lines and the grain tempera¬
ture.

These two fractions also give an indication of the

size of the hydrogen and helium ionized regions, that is,
the distance from the center of the nebula to the boundary
between the completely ionized and neutral regions.

We

stated earlier that the boundary between the HII and HI
regions was very small in extent compared to the size of
the nebula.

An examination of the behavior of x in figure

10(a) shows that this is indeed the case.

Thus, the ioni¬

zation fractions of hydrogen and helium indicate the size
of an HII region and aid in the calculations of such quan¬
tities as intensities of recombination lines and infrared
flux.
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In addition to the ionization fractions of hydrogen
and helium, the models also generate data on the ioniza¬
tion fractions of the trace elements, z(k,l) = N(k,l)/N(k).
These fractions given as a function of distance are pre¬
sented in figure 11 for the ionized species of oxygen (a),
neon (b), and nitrogen (c).

Observations across actual

objects of various spectral lines produced by transitions
between the levels of one of these species indicate the
approximate extent of its ionization region.

Thus, the

model calculations on the extent of certain ionization
zones can be checked for agreement with such observations.
Besides the ionization fractions, the model calcula¬
tions described in chapter 10 also evaluate the level
populations of the various ionized and neutral trace
element species as a function of distance in the nebula.
An example of this output is presented in figure 12 for
the populations, N(k,l,i), of the three lowest levels of
Nil (i=l,2,3) and the two lowest levels of NIII (i=l,2).
Similar data exist for oxygen and neon.

These level

populations, together with the Einstein coefficients, can
be used to calculate volume emissivities for particular
transitions between levels of the trace elements.

By a

procedure resembling that of section C of chapter 8, the
theoretical intensities of these lines as observed at the
earth can be determined.

Comparing this to observational

data, the validity of a particular model can be checked or
certain nebular parameters ascertained.

Figure 11

Ionization Fractions vs Distance

V* (parsecs')
0

1

1

*

H
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Figure i2
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Level Populations vs Distance

(parsecs')
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Finally, two more quantities emerge from model calcu¬
lations.

Xo

(H)

One of these is the attenuation coefficient

X

.

, 'to (He), and *fc*(dust) are found as functions of dis¬

tance by solving equation 9.4) and are presented in figure
13.

The attenuation factor *Y0(r) is a measure of the

absorption that has occurred between a point r and the
surface of the star.

Small values of

X

mean that rela¬

tively little of the stellar surface flux has been absorbed
by the various nebular constituents.
large values of

X

field remains.

The rapid rise of

On the other hand,

indicate that little of the stellar
in the outer regions

(r > 2), as shown in figure 13, to extrapolated values of
several hundred at the HII boundary supports the assumption
made in equation 9.11) that very few photons escape the
nebula.

Thus, the behavior of the attenuation factors give

some measure of the ability of the nebula to absorb the
stellar ultraviolet field.

The other quantity found from

our calculations is the cooling function for each ionic
species Y (k,l) defined in equation 9.37b).

This gives the

net energy gained by an electron per unit volume per unit
time from collisional excitations and de-excitations.

As

shown in chapter 9, collisional excitations are the domi¬
nant cooling mechanism of the electrons in HII regions.
Thus, the quantities'^ (k,l) give some indication of the
relative importance of the various species in cooling the
electrons.

The Y (k ,1) of several nebular species are

presented in figure 14.

Figure 13
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In this section, we have reviewed the entire output
of one typical model HII region in order to give the reader
a feeling of the sorts of numerical results which are
available from each model.

We hope that this will aid the

reader in considering the specialized results of the next
chapters and will indicate how these computed quantities
are related to other properties of HII regions.
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Chapter 12

Discussion: Dust-free HII Regions

The purpose of the previous chapter was to list some
of the more important model nebulae for which structural
calculations were performed and to display in detail one
such calculation.

With this purpose accomplished, we can

begin to discuss the results of these model calculations
in greater depth.

The distinguishing features of these

models are the ionization fractions for hydrogen and
helium, the electron temperature, and the grain tempera¬
ture.

We will take special interest in the variation of

these features over the nebular models.

Calculations of

the appropriate parameters were performed for both dustfree and dust-filled model nebulae.

Before attacking the

main problem of the effects of the presence of dust on
gaseous nebulae, we wish to discuss the general features
of our dust-free models.

This is done not only to set the

stage for later comparisons, with the dust-filled models
but also to develop several simple semi-qualitative models
that will aid in understanding the behavior of the main
structural features.

A.

Ionization Structure
Before launching into a description of the general

ionization structure, we will briefly consider a rather
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qualitative model in order to gain a better insight into
the details of this phenomena.

For simplicity, a model is

considered with only one nebular component, hydrogen, and
with a stellar black body spectrum corresponding to a tem¬
perature T*.

From previous arguments, the ionization

balance within the nebula at a particular distance r from
the center was found to be

^

Wrr F tvrt âi

=

.

12. l)

Under the above assumptions, this becomes

xx

&

=

-X

l r J

s

12.2)
r

J

'■' *

KHH\

where

•Ç (TA ï
and X

[

iV%AS

Kv

UwaumYA

is assumed constant in frequency.

S

Thus, a quali¬

tative feeling for the behavior of the ionization fraction
x can be obtained from a study of equation 12.2) .

For

r ~ R* and thereby

~ 0, the right hand side of equation
12.2) becomes rather large since f(T*)'^ 1015. Thus, the
solution becomes
X =

t-\4 U+

a
^ fey
l-v + mafcyi
a.

- 1

12.3)

1 14

where the positive sign is selected since x

0 and the

square root is expanded in terms of the small number
f(T*)_1.

In this realm, the nebula is completely ionized

because x £: 1.

If, however, r >> R* and 't > > 1, then

the right hand side of equation 12.2) becomes very small.
Therefore, x = 0 and little or no ionization occurs.
f(T*)

As

is such a large number, even the increase of r to a

few parsecs

(r/R* ^ 10 ) still leaves the right hand side

of the equation large? hence, the critical dependence
comes from the value of V .

Once 'V > 1, equation 12.2)

is dominated by the exponential term, exp(-'^J).
for very small changes in r, resulting in
creasingly greater than one,

Thus,

becoming in¬

the value of the right side

of equation 12.2) approaches zero very rapidly.

This indi¬

cates that the ionization boundary is rather sharp.

That

this is indeed the case is evident from an investigation
of figure 15? the ionization fraction x changes from one
to zero over a distance roughly one tenth of the nebular
size.

With the qualitative features well in hand, an ex¬

planation of the more complicated ionization structure
which arises from consideration of more than one component
is now undertaken.

In past sections on structure, the

argument was advanced that only photoionizations of and
recombinations to hydrogen and helium significantly contrib¬
uted to the number and energy of the nebular electrons.
For this reason, most of the following arguments are given
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for the ionization balance of these two species.

Equation

12.2) can be recast in a slightly more recognizable form
on the left hand side, namely NeN (HII)/N (HI) , which appears
in the general form of Saha's equation.

From detailed

balancing, it can be demonstrated that

where k is the Boltzman constant, h is Planck's constant,
m

e

is the mass of the electron, and

potential of hydrogen.

X(H)

is the ionization

Although equation 12.4) was derived

for a pure hydrogen nebula, there is nothing unique to
hydrogen in this derivation.

Equation 12.4) could just as

well apply to a pure helium nebula if X(H) were replaced
by the ionization potential of helium X(He).

Thus, for

the same central star, a qualitative relationship between
the distances at which the two ionization fractions of
hydrogen and helium are approximately equal can be found
from equation 12.4) as

G
v-H

1

12.5)

NIW)

We wish to relate the distances from the center of the
nebula to the boundary of each species.

At their respect¬

ive ionization boundaries, the attenuation factors become
greater than unity; in other words,

(H) 'u ^ (He) ^ 1.

Figure 15
TS

Distance

tenth of the radius of the HII region Es

.40,OO6 K Star

8

Ionization Fraction of Hydrogen

1 16

Equation 12.2) can then be reformulated as

tu»

A.

rj ~

e

.
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Since X(He) is greater than

X (H) ,

equation 12.6) yields

the result that for the same exciting star and densities
of hydrogen and helium, the ionization boundary of helium
lies within that of hydrogen.

This conclusion is verified

by our calculations as figure 16 will attest.

The above

argument could be extended to the ionization balance for
the trace elements.

For example, the ionization potential

of Neill is larger than that of Nell.

Thus, we would ex¬

pect from the form of equation 12.6) that by replacing

X

(He) with

X

(Neill) and

X(H) with

X (Nell)

the ioniza¬

tion boundary of Neill would fall within that of Nell;
figure 11(b) demonstrates this fact.
In the above discussion, we have assumed a black
body stellar spectrum.

We wish to relax this requirement

and investigate the size of the ionization regions in a
more quantitative manner.

Since the boundary between the

ionized and neutral regions is sharp, the ionization frac¬
tion forms a good indicator of the size of the ionized
region.

By the size of the ionized region, we simply mean

the radial distance R s from the center of the nebula to the
boundary between the ionized and neutral regions, or, more
quantitatively, the distance from the center to the point
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where the ionization fraction changes from near unity to
zero.

The assumption made in chapter 9 that no photons

escape the nebula means that all photons emitted per unit
time by the star are eventually absorbed.

Therefore,

the

spatial point at which all photons have been absorbed
marks the boundary of the ionization region.

Beyond this

point there are no ultraviolet photons and thus no ioniza¬
tion.

The condition that determines the size of this

ionized region is that the total number of photoioniza¬
tions per unit time just equal the number of recombinations
per unit time.

Quantitatively this condition can be de¬

picted by multiplying both sides of equation 12.1) by the
3
volume of the ionized region, 4TTR /3. That all photons
s
emitted by the star per unit time are absorbed means that
the total number of photoionizations per unit time must
also equal the number of photons emitted by the star per
unit time which are capable of ionizing the particular
species in question.

The number of photons emitted by the

star per unit time qr is the product of the number emitted
per unit area per unit time (the surface flux divided by
the energy per photon) and the surface area of the star

2

(4ttR*), and has the form

*

=

IHTT ^

12.7)
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The size of the ionized region Rg can therefore be found
by setting equation 12.7) equal to the product of the
right side of equation 12.1) and the volume of the ionized
region.

The result becomes

‘/3
12.8)

This derivation was performed for a pure hydrogen nebula.
There is nothing unique in this derivation, however,
hydrogen.

Therefore, equation 12.8)

to

is applicable to a

helium nebula for the same exciting star if the following
changes are made: i)

^ (H,T) —4 ^(He,T) , ii) x -4 y,

iii) N (H)-4 N(He), and iv)

the integral is taken over only

those frequencies capable of ionizing He, i.e.

VQ

1.808^.

For a nebula consisting of both hydrogen and helium, the
ratio of the sizes of their respective ionization regions
is also given by equation 12.8) and would roughly be

12.9)
ê

This formula allows us to consider a point previously
neglected in discussing equation 12.6).

Recalling the con¬

clusion that the boundary of the ionized region of the
species having the largest ionization potential lies
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closest to the star, we wish, in light of equation 12.9),
to expand on this point.

The model stellar atmospheres

considered in this study give the number of photons emitted
by the star per unit time in the frequency range 'O to
4 V . Since in the range 1.808%)
to 4 \> the cross
o
o
o
section for hydrogen is much smaller than that of helium
(see figure 1), helium must absorb almost all the photons
in this range.

Helium can only absorb photons whose fre¬

quencies are larger than 1.808%) .

This means that hydro¬

gen absorbs all the photons in the range of frequencies
between ^

and 1.808VQ.

As the integral in equation

12.8) is supposed to represent the number of photons per
unit time that can be absorbed by the particular species,
equation 12.9) must be modified as

%
12.10)

In our models of HII regions, we took N(He)/N(H) = 0.15.
For model stellar atmospheres of stars with effective tem¬
peratures lower than about 37,000°K, the flux in the range
\)

0

to 1.808 %)Q is several orders of magnitude greater

than that in the 1.808 \)

Q

to 4VQ range.

Thus, by equa¬

tion 12.10), the ionized hydrogen region is larger than
that of helium.

This is the same conclusion reached earlier

from equation 12.6).

However, for model stellar atmospheres

Figure 17

Ionization Fractions of Hydrogen and Helium vs distance
(a) 40f000°K Star

(a) *$7 vs r for model IV-1 excited by a 40g000°K star vith N(H)~10. caf^.

f

(b) 50,000°K Star

(b) x,y vs r for model V-l excited by a 50,000°K star and N(H) =10. cnf^.
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corresponding to stars with effective temperatures greater
than 37,000°K, the number of photons emitted per unit time
in the range 1.808 yQ to 4yQ becomes comparable to that
in the range VQ to 1.808 VQ.

Thus, for these stars,

the ratio of the photon numbers in equation 12.10) can
approach unity, and, therefore, the helium ionization
boundary can lie beyond that of hydrogen.

This behavior

is demonstrated in figure 17 for stars with effective
temperatures of 40,000°K and 50,000°K.
The demonstration of the relative positions of the
boundaries within the same nebula has been amply discussed
in the preceding passage.

What now is of importance is

consideration of the parameters that govern the size of
two different regions.

This information, however, is al¬

ready available to us in the form of equation 12.8).

For

the same central star, the relative sizes of two diffuse
nebulae that differ only in their hydrogen densities is
given by

12.11)

This particular behavior is shown qualitatively in figure
18 and quantitatively in table 5 for a 50,000°K central
star.
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Table 5
(I)

(II)

s (1)/RS(2)

4.6

4.74

s (1)/RS(3)

21.4

R G (2)/R (3)

4.6

R
R

22.0
4.74

The radii of the ionized hydrogen regions correspond to

1
1

■

I—1
0

the following number densities of hydrogen:
cm.-3
Rs(l)
-3
2)
100. cm
— 1000. cm -3
Rs(3)

V

Column (I) comes from an evaluation of equation 12.11) and
column (II) comes from the actual model calculations.
The results are really in amazing agreement since equation
12.11) is a single particle formula while the model calcu¬
lations are performed for a multi-species nebula.
For nebulae with the same hydrogen densities but dif¬
ferent stars, equation 12.8) can again be used to determine
size differences.

fts^
KjU’)
where
and

1

TrF

CitF(R«vri4l

T\F(R*^,N>

TTF(R*2*V)

Under this condition,

(R»,.N>)

12.12)

*

) is the flux of star (1) with radius
is the flux of star (2) with radius R*2*

Hence, the star having the greater flux in the ultraviolet
produces the largest ionized region.

This has a very simple

Figure 18

Ionization Fraction of Hydrogen vs Distance
50,000°K and Different Hydrogen Densities

Figure 18 presents x vs r for three model nebulae each excited by a
50,000°K star and having the folowlng H densities: (a) 10. cm”^(V-l)
(b) 100. cm"^(V-3), and (c) 1000. cm"^(V-4).
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qualitative meaning.

The ionization front of a newly-

formed star moves through the neutral gas, ionizing it,
until the equilibrium condition is reached that the number
of photoionizations/sec
recombinations/sec

P R.

must just equal the number of
As demonstrated earlier, the

P

is just related to the total number of ionizing photons
emitted/sec by the star, a finite number.
hand,

PR

goes as a volume function proportional to the

distance of the front from the center.

P

On the other

Thus, increasing

must necessarily cause the size of the region to ex¬

pand because F„ must now equal a larger number.

Thus,

the general features of an ionization boundary and size
of HII regions are as follows:
i) For the same region, the helium and hydrogen
ionization boundaries may be quite close for
a large effective temperature star with the
helium boundary moving interior to the
hydrogen one for smaller T*.
ii) The main factor governing the size of HII
regions having the same type of central star
is the hydrogen density (N(H)).
iii) The larger the ionizing flux of the central
star, the larger the resulting HII region.
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B.

Electron Temperature Structure
In the previous section much information about the

size of HII regions was inferred from the use of some
rather simple but effective models.

That such models

could be constructed for the temperature structure would
be very convenient.

However, the form of equation 9.37)

makes this hope unrealistic.

The complicated nature of

this equation makes a study of its various parts by graphi¬
cal or qualitative methods essential to an understanding
of the nature of the electron temperature.

The important

feature that determines the temperature, as stated in
chapter 9, is the energy balance for the electrons:
energy lost by electrons/cm /sec. = energy gained by
electrons/cm^/sec.
Each side of this equation is governed by a set of differ¬
ent atomic processes.

A great step toward a simple com¬

prehension of the solutions could be gained if certain of
these atomic processes dominated others in the nebula.
To investigate this possibility, a brief study to determine
the important processes is commenced.
The electrons gain energy mainly through photoioniza¬
tion of hydrogen and helium.

The energy gained through

this process is given by the expression
3

G . = no. of photoionizations/cm /sec. x energy gained/
ph
photoionization
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However,

from the past section, the rate of photoioniza¬

tion must equal that for recombinations if the ionization
balance is to hold.

This implies G ^ can be written for

a hydrogen nebula as
3
G . = no. recombinations/cm /sec. x (average energy
^
gained/process)

= Te’,/l

= XNWUe

.

12.13)

On the other hand, energy is lost by the electrons through
an amalgam of processes including: recombinations to the
bound levels of hydrogen and helium, collisional excitation
of the trace elements, hydrogen, and helium, and free-free
emission.

The energy lost by recombinations

L
rec

is given

by

L

=

= T ',l

rtc.

where t \

*

<•*»« is the average energy lost/process.

12.14)

In

addition to this, the process of collisional excitation
L

exc

of bound levels follows the form

L ext
where

NU»1 < ojJtT> x =

1

T/

e'x,Vr*

12.15)

X is the excitation energy between two bound levels.

Finally, as indicated by equation 7.1), the energy equa¬
tion for the free-free process goes simply as
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L

‘lx

12.16)

If a graph is now constructed for log G and log L versus
the logarithm of the electron temperature log T , the
following picture emerges:

In region a, L goes as

, and the cooling is dominated

by the recombination process.

On the other hand, in
% - X/ VTe
regions b and c, the dependence of L is as
e
and represents collisional excitations of the trace ele¬

ments (b) and of hydrogen and helium (c).

The free-free

curve is below the region presented in the figure and is
of minor importance.

Also drawn on the graph are various

values of log G as a function of the effective temperature
of the exciting star.

As in all models of HII regions

considered in this paper and in fact, in most that are
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4
observed, the stellar temperature lies between 10 and
5
10 degrees. Therefore, the long sought simplification is
found; for diffuse nebulae the dominant cooling process is
that of collisional excitation of the minor nebular
constituents.
The excitation of atomic levels by collisions with
electrons has already been discussed in chapters 6 and 9.
In this consideration, the excitation and de-excitation
rates (S eand a
S-, ) were combined to form a function
for each species.

This was merely the difference in the

transition rates between the two bound levels (i,j) multi¬
plied by the energy difference between these levels and
summed over all such transitions.

If TT Oc.D is positive,

this in effect gives a measure of the dominance of excitational cooling over de-excitational heating and vice versa
if Y (k, 1) is negative.

The total cooling function

is given by summing the “V (k,l) over all species

ÏS

UlllhH

Jh X

.

12.1

It is this function, as ascertained from the previous dis¬
cussion, that dominates the cooling mechanism for the
nebula. (k,l) is a direct function of the electron
temperature, the various populations of the atomic levels,
and of the total number density of the particular species
(Jk4JL).

The level and species populations are in turn a
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function of the atomic cross sections, the Einstein coef¬
ficients, and the spectrum at the particular point of
calculation.

Since the spectrum depends not only on the

surface spectrum of the star but also on the distance
from the star, r, and since the electron temperature is a
function of r, then Y (k,l)

and therefore Y have a definite

functional dependence on r.

This dependence is demonstrated

more graphically in figures 14 and 19 for two model HII
regions.
*Y(k,l)

The striking fact is that although the individual
functions vary widely with distance, the total

cooling function Y is almost constant, varying only
slightly over the entire nebula.
point,

To further pursue this

the Y fucction for the 40,000°K star model nebula

is presented in figure 20 on a more expanded scale as a
function of T .
e

In addition to

from equation 9.37b)

*Y

, the function

is also shown at various

values of WR, a quantity independent of Tg but dependent di¬
rectly on r.

The interaction of these Curves gives the values

of the electron temperature at a particular value of
and therefore r.

This graphical solution demonstrates

two main points: i)

the temperature structure is extreme¬

ly sensitive to the values of **W„
and
JH.

Y

- therefore, if

Y were not such a steady function over the nebula, the
temperature would be widely erratic, varying orders of
magnitude over a few tenths of parsecs, and ii)

the

general numerical procedure used by the computer program is
just the same as the graphical method of figure 20.

Figure 19

Cooling Functions vs Distance

Model IV-1

T#= 40,000°K N(H)= 10. cm’3

Figure 20

Energy Balance

The solid curve represents the cooling functionUTNe while the
dashed curves represent the heating function at several values
of W. The point where the two curves cross is a unique solution
for the electron temperature of the energy balance equation (9*37)•
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Before leaving the general behavior of the T func¬
tions, some consideration must be given to the differences
in the

•YU»,** functions between two model nebulae.

To

accomplish this, several points must be kept in mind:
i) TM is a function of Te, of the atomic constants,
and the number density of the particular ionization degree

X,

namely N(k,l); ii) the ionization structures of the

two regions will differ.

For the 40,000°K star region,

the ionization boundaries for hydrogen and helium occur at
approximately the same point.

This means there are ample

photons available in the high energy realm to keep all
species in a state of maximum ionization over almost the
entire nebula.

In this case, the 1L (k,l) functions are

dominated by the efficiency of the species as a coolant
which in turn depends upon the actual atomic parameters of
the species.

As OIII is the most efficient coolant, it

dominates the other Y (k ,1) functions.

On the other hand,

for the nebula excited by a 36,000°K star, the ionization
boundary for helium is much to the interior of that of
hydrogen.

This implies that beyond the helium boundary,

the number density of photons with energies greater than
24.6 eV, the ionization potential of He, is very small.
However, these are exactly the photons needed to ionize
Nell and Oil into OIII and Neill, and therefore the N(k,l)
for OIII and Neill drop rapidly once the He ionization
boundary is passed.

As

depends upon N(k,l),
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it too must fall off rapidly if the number densities do.
However, the ionization potentials of Ne, 0, and N are be¬
low that of He which means that the number densities of Ne,
N, and 0 are not affected by the presence of the helium
front.

Thus, these species begin to dominate the cooling

functions in the outer realms of a nebula.

Again, in this

particular domain, the relative importance of the main
constituents is a function of the actual atomic parameters.
The relative efficiencies of the various ”,t(k,l) functions
can therefore be explained both on their dependence on
number densities and on their relative magnitudes due to
their atomic parameters such as cross sections.
The above discussion has been very helpful in explain¬
ing the importance and general form of the various terms of
the energy balance equation and in displaying explicitly
the method of solution of this complex problem.

However,

it has not really brought the actual temperature structure
of the model nebulae into any clearer perspective.

For this,

the complicated methods of the past section must be dropped
and a general qualitative approach based on the energy
input into a small volume must be considered.
The heating of the nebular electrons which inputs
energy into a volume occurs primarily by the process of
photoionization of hydrogen and helium by the stellar UV
photons.

The rate of photoionization in turn is governed

by the cross section for this process.

Viewing the cross
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sections presented in figure 1 demonstrates an extremely
critical point that the curves are strongly peaked about
O

O

their respective ionization limits (911 A for H and 504 A
for He) .

This implies that photons very near

preferentially absorbed by nebular atoms.

are

Therefore, in

the inner regions of the nebula, the lower energy photons
near V0 are absorbed first as they present a larger cross
section to the neutral gas.

As the distance from the star

increases, the low energy photons are gradually depleted
and absorption of the higher energy photons with this
cross section occurs.

This means that as one moves out

through the nebula, the average energy absorbed in a volume
is increasing as the photons it attenuates have higher and
higher energy.

Thus, to a first approximation, the tem¬

perature is expected to increase in the outer regions of
diffuse nebula simply owing to the fact that the energy
absorbed per volume is increasing.

The validity of this

rather crude argument is amply demonstrated by the calcu!

lated results for the temperature structure of the
50,000°K star in figure 21.

The argued features are all

present—the temperature is relatively low in the inner
region and rises as the ionization boundary is approached.
This crude argument might be carried one step further.
In the previous section, the point was made that for cer¬
tain stellar temperature ranges, the ionization boundary
of helium falls within that of hydrogen.

This simply means

\

“Z

RlfO
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that the helium ionizing photons are depleted well before
those of hydrogen.

As argued above as fewer and fewer

photons become available, those of higher and higher
energy are absorbed.

Thus, near the ionization boundary

of helium, a rise in temperature would be anticipated since
the energy absorbed per unit volume is increasing.

This

conclusion is reinforced by the fact that at the ionization
boundary of helium, the number densities of the most effi¬
cient coolants (OIII and Neill) are decreasing.

Likewise

at the more distant hydrogen boundary another rise will
occur.

For these particular diffuse nebulae with separate

ionizations boundaries, the stellar spectrum is such that
the preponderance of the stellar ultraviolet photons have
energies near that sufficient to ionize hydrogen (i.e.
O

close to 911 A).

This implies that the energy absorbed by

the ionization of helium (per unit volume) is, on the aver¬
age, less than that for hydrogen.

Therefore, the peak

temperature near the hydrogen ionization boundary should
exceed that near the helium boundary.

Figure 22 gives the

calculated temperature structure for a 36,000°K star.
The above features become apparent if this figure is com¬
pared to figure 16.

The temperature peaks near the helium

ionization front and again at the hydrogen front, as pre¬
dicted.

The qualitative model can be further justified by

considering figure 23 for a 30,000°K star.

Figure 23

Electron Temperature vs Distance
30,000°K Star

r (parsecs)
Figure 23 presents the electron temperature as a function of
radial distance for model 1-1* which Is excited by a 30*000 K
•
-3
star and N(H) « 10* cm •
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Before abandoning the qualitative description,
another important case can be explained in its context.
Suppose for a particular stellar model the constant density
of the gas is raised.

In the preceding section this meant

that the size of the region surrounding the star was re¬
duced in size, but what about the temperature?

The in¬

crease in gas density means that there are more atoms
present to absorb the UV photons.

This in turn means

that the low energy ones are depleted more rapidly, and
thus from the past argument, the energy deposited per vol¬
ume must be greater than that for the lower density case.
This implies that on the average, as the energy per volume
is higher, the temperature of the higher density model
should be greater than that of the lower density one.
Comparing the two graphs in figure 24 for a 40,000°K star
with nebular densities of 10 and 100/cm

demonstrates that

the denser region displays both a higher initial and ioni¬
zation boundary peak temperature.

Thus, the rather crude

qualitative arguments on the electron temperature structure
of a nebula prove quite adequate to explain the most
general features of these models.

Yl? c)

<pO

r
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C.

Structural Changes Due to New Collisional Cross
Sections and Einstein Coefficients
The changes produced in the collisional cross sec¬

tions for excitation and the Einstein coefficients for
the trace elements due to recent developments has already
been detailed in tables appearing in chapters 5 and 6.
Both of these parameters refer to the cooling effect of
the trace elements and therefore either directly or in¬
directly affect the functionT , which in turn affects
the temperature structure.

To view these effects in

greater detail consideration is given to each problem
separately.
Changes in the Einstein coefficients alter the func¬
tion ^

only indirectly.

In other words, the A(i,j) de¬

termine, along with the collisional cross sections, the
population N(k,l,j) of the various ionic bound states.
T (k,l) is then determined in part from these densities
(equations 9.42), 6.8), and 6.12).

The actual changes of

the Einstein coefficients between new and old values is
not very drastic—in fact in most cases no more than about
ten per cent (10%) .

However, the effects of these changes

are couched in the determination of the densities,
N(k,l,j) which in turn determine the collisional rates S.
Thus, the change is expected to be ameleorated substantial-
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ly by these various calculations.

The change in the

Einstein coefficients is therefore thought to have little
effect on the Y function and the structure determined
from it.

Indeed, if just the changes in the A coefficients

are set into the structure program, the results of these
new calculations indicate that the electron temperature is
lowered by less than a fraction of a per cent from the
models discussed in section B of this chapter.

Thus, the

conclusion is reached that the new values of the Einstein
coefficients lead to no great changes in the nebular structure.
Changes in the collisional excitation cross sections
or more accurately in the collision strengths XI , on the
other hand, do have a direct effect on the collisional
rates and therefore the energy balance equation (9.37).
The table in chapter 6 clearly indicates that the differ¬
ences between the most recent values of the collision
strengths at threshold and their previous values are more
drastic than changes in the Einstein coefficients.

In some

cases, changes in the threshold values of fifty to one
hundred per cent (50%-100%) are observed.

In chapter 6a,

we found that the inclusion of the energy dependence of
the collision strengths could produce values of the col¬
lision strengths ten to twenty-five per cent (10%-25%)
larger than those at threshold.
T

Since the cooling function

is directly proportional to the various collision

strengths, the combination of the changes produced by new
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threshold values and by consideration of the energy depend¬
ence can have profound effects on the temperature structure
of the nebula.

The results of calculations for a model

nebula with the new energy dependent values of

il (il(a)

of

table 3)

and with the older energy independent values of

il ( il (b)

of table 3) are presented in figure 25.

The re¬

sults indicate that, on the average, the electron tempera¬
ture of the former is reduced by several hundred degrees
from that of the latter.

In the inner portions of the

model presented in figure 25, OUI and Neill are the domi¬
nant coolants.

A rough measure of the relative change of

the cooling function due to the new values of the collision
strengths may be obtained by comparing the average change
of the

XL

values for OUI and Neill.

The new values of

the collision strengths of OUI are on the average about
thirteen per cent (13%) less than the old ones, whereas
the new collision strengths for Neill are approximately
twenty-three per cent (23%) higher than their old values.
If these results are combined, there is a net increase of
approximately ten per cent (10%)

in the H values, thus

implying that the total cooling function ?£

in the inner

portion of the model nebula is larger in value than the
one derived from the model with the energy independent
values of il

.

As a larger cooling function means more

efficient cooling, the temperature obtained from the energy
balance solution must be lower than that obtained from the

Figure 25

Comparison of Models Using
Different Atomic Parameters

3

T#= 36,000°K N(H)= 10. cm’

Data set (a) (see Tables 2 and

"
V+

Data set (b)

3)
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the old values of II

.

This assertion is well borne out

by the results of figure 25.

Similarly, in the outer

regions where Oil and Nil dominate the cooling, the
average value of the values of Oil are down a few per
cent while those of Nil are up over ten per cent (10%) .
Again this implies a larger value for the cooling function
and a lower temperature.

Thus, from this example, which

is essentially valid in varying degrees for the other
model HII regions considered, the importance of the new
energy dependent values for the functions become apparent.
This effect is not negligible as it can account for tem¬
perature deviation of ten per cent (10%) from past models.
The changes in the collision strengths have a direct
effect on the energy balance equation and therefore the
electron temperature.

These changes have an indirect effect

on the ionization equations since the total integrated
recombination coefficient ^ (T) depends on the electron
temperature (see equations 9.20, 9.21, and 4.10).

Thus,

changes in the collision strengths lead to changes in the
electron temperatures which in turn lead to changes in the
ionization structure between models with new and old values
of the

Si

functions.

However, the recombination coefficient

depends on the square root of the electron temperature.
For temperature differences of ten per cent between model
nebulae with new and old collisions strengths, the recom¬
bination coefficients change by less than three per cent.
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Therefore, the changes in the values have little effect on
the ionization structure of model diffuse nebulae.

The

use of the new data on the energy dependent collision
strengths, therefore, produces rather substantial changes
in the electron temperature profile of model nebulae but
affects very little the size of these models.
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Chapter 13

Discussion: Dust-filled Model HII Regions

In 1939, Stromgren promulgated the basic theory
governing the structure of gaseous nebulae.

This theory

remained intact, with some modifications, for nearly
twenty-five years.

However, in the mid-1960's, data began

to be compiled that pointed to rather unexpected results.
O'Dell and Hubbard, using optical information, discovered
that the observed Balmer line intensities exceeded those
anticipated from the gas alone (O'Dell and Hubbard, 1965,
1966).

The explanation, which seemed to fit these data,

was to assume that the nebular region was filled with dust
with number densities of 10 ^ to 10**^ that of hydrogen.
With the advent of infrared astronomy, these regions were
observed further.

The infrared spectrum of a pure gas

ibèbula is expected to exhibit a weak continuum produced by
free-free interactions and lines due to radiative transi¬
tions between the levels of the trace elements.

Instead,

observations showed an intense infrared continuum (Harper,
1971).

This result only heightened the anticipation that

dust played a major role in diffuse nebulae.

With these

developments in mind, the present study was intiated to
determine the importance of dust in HII regions and its
ability to account for the observed infrared spectrum.
This latter point is given further consideration in chapter
14, while the basic structural changes produced by including
dust grains in model HII regions is studied in the following
presentation.
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A.

Models of Nebular Grains
Ths basic physics of the radiative properties of

grains has already been discussed in chapter 8.

A tacit

assumption as to the nature of nebular grains is made at
this juncture, namely, that the nebular dust closely
resembles that found in interstellar space.

At least at

the far boundaries of diffuse nebulae, far from the ex¬
citing stars, the two realms must merge, and thus this
assumption would be valid.

On the other hand, the inter¬

iors of HII regions could present a very different environ¬
ment than that of interstellar space.

The problem is that

the basic processes that govern the growth, the destruction,
and the morphological changes of the grains in HII regions
are not yet fully understood (Mathews, 1969).

These pro¬

cesses determine the size, shape, and optical properties
of the dust grains.

Thus, until the exact nature of these

grains is known, the parameters such as radiative cross
sections, which are used in our theoretical models, will
always be in some doubt.

The interstellar grain models,

however, should have very general properties in common
with the actual nebular grains since the nebular grains
are thought to be derivatives of the interstellar ones.
Our theoretical model nebulae have great versatility in
the input of the basic optical properties and spatial
concentrations of the dust grains.

As new data become
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available, it can be readily adopted to our models.

Thus,

in order to gain a general insight into the effects of
dust on the structure of model HII regions, we approximate
the properties of the nebular grains by those of the grains
found in the interstellar medium.
There is another method which has an equally valid
role.

This procedure is to assume a general form of the

attenuation factor and to determine its values by a fit to
the observed infrared fluxes.

In this manner, limits may

be placed on the size, density, and possibly the composi¬
tion of the nebular dust (Mathis, 1971).

The problem is

treated from the position of an a posteriori argument,
while the approach used in this study is based on ab initio
arguments.

To date, the former method has not yielded a

great deal of information.

However, as infrared measure¬

ments become more precise and voluminous, this approach
will be of greater value.
With our basic approach to the nature of the nebular
grains decided, attention is now turned to the actual grain
models.

At present, there are four likely candidates vying

for the position of the main component of the interstellar
medium: "dirty" ice, silicates, metals, and graphites.
Each of these models is discussed in some detail in the
following section.
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i)

"Dirty" Ice
The current theory on the formation of HII regions

considers the initial state as that of a large cloud
filled with gas and dust that collapses under its own
gravitational self-attraction.

The center portions of

the cloud condense and heat enough to form a young star
which "turns on" in the ultraviolet.

The ultraviolet

radiation then proceeds to ionize the gas and heat the
grains, thereby forming an HII region (Hartman, 1967).
The initial stages of the region, before star formation,
resemble the conditions in HI regions or dark clouds.
Oort and van de Hulst (1946) proposed a theory for the
formation of grains under similar conditions.

The process

is basically one in which large molecules form from the
gas, are enlarged by collisions with other gas components,
and are partially destroyed (i.e. their growth limited)
by collisions with other grains during the collision of
the nebula with a dense gaseous, dust-filled cloud.

Such

dense clouds are known to populate the interstellar medium.
In order to give the correct number of grain collisions,
.
.
7
the nebula must collide
with a cloud
once every
10 years.
The theory predicts a grain size distribution which seems
to be in agreement with the observed extinction curve.
It suggests that the composition of the individual grains
accreted from a typical cloud is

100 molecules
II
30
20

SI

10

II

5

It

NH3
MgH, etc.

(Hulst, 1949)

Hence, the grains are mainly ice with some metallic impur¬
ities which account for the complex index of refraction
and the absorption cross section, thus the term "dirty"
ice.

The grains in this model were assumed to grow by

random accretion.
roughly spherical.

This would result in shapes which are
The temperature equilibrium for the

grains in interstellar space (roughly the same argument
presented in chapter 8) can be used to set limits on the
size of the ice particles as between 0.05/A. and 0.3 )X
(Greenberg, 1971a).

Thus, the first model of dust grains

emerges as spherical ice particles of about 0.1 Jx. in size
with small concentrations of metal impurities.

In the UV

region, the wavelength and particle size are comparable,
and the Rayleigh theory fails.

To find the absorption

cross section in the ultraviolet, either the theory of
anomalous diffraction or Mie theory must be invoked.

In

either case the complex index of refraction for "dirty"
ice in this wavelength region is needed? it is displayed
in table 6.

The absorption cross section for anomalous

diffraction is presented in figure 26.

1 4 3

Table 6
O

m"

—(A).

0.3779

1000
800
600

0.2810
0.2070
0.0655

200

This table is taken from a paper by Greenberg (1968).
The nearly spherical grains of the above theory can
grow more elongated through the effects of polarization
(Kuhn, 1952, Piotrowski, 1962).
cylinders may also be present.
note with respect to ice.

This means that long ice
There is one discordant

The molecular ice bands near

three microns which should be observed for typical ice
densities and compositions have yet to be discovered
(Danielson, Woolf, and Gaustard, 1965).

However, new

models of polymeric and super-dense ice-water do not dis¬
play these bands and may still be consistent with observed
limits,
ii)

Metals
Since the metal abundance of most clouds in inter¬

stellar space is rather low, the probability of forming
metallic grains directly from multi-body collisions is
quite small.

The metallic concentration of the grain could

be raised after formation, however, if the lighter grain
constituents were selectively evaporated.

In fact, con¬

sidering a high velocity collision of two interstellar
clouds, small ferromagnetic particles of iron and its

Figure 26

Absorption Coefficient for 0.1^, Dirty Ice Grains

This figure presents the absorption coefficient for 0.1^grains
of dirty Ice. The absorption coefficient Is given by the ratio,
of the absorption cross section to the geometric cross section
of the grain;

5

abs =
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oxides can be formed from evaporation of the large, impure
ice grains (Spitzer and Tukey, 1951).

In turn, lighter

elements may collide with and stick to the metallic core.
Thus, grains with an outer mantle of ice (dielectric, real
m) and an inner core of iron compounds (m imaginary) could
be a possible constituent of the interstellar medium
(Wickramasinghe, 1967).

Detailed models of iron spheres

have been used to calculate the interstellar extinction
curve.

The derived curve seems to agree with observational
0

results up to about 2200 A (Schalen, 1965).

However, the

relative interstellar abundances of iron needed to give the
proper extinction is approximately one per cent (1%) by
number—a rather large deviation from the actual observed
factor of 10

-5

per cent.

Thus, metallic particles are,

at least for now, ruled out as a major dust constituent?
however, they may play an important role in a mixture model
of interstellar matter,
iii)

Graphite
The interest in the possibility of a carbon component

of the interstellar medium came with the discovery that car¬
bon particles could be produced in the atmospheres of
N-type stars (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1962).

A more ex¬

tensive study by Donn (1966) showed that the smaller par¬
ticles would be polycrystalline or spherical in structure
rather than the more common plate construction.

In light

of this, spherical and polycrystalline graphite particles

became leading candidates for interstellar grain models.
Another salient feature of graphite is that its molecular
O

band near 2400 A explains accurately the anomalous hump
observed in the interstellar extinction curve (Nandy, 1965)
The detailed extinction and absorption cross sections for
graphite grains were derived by Wickramasinghe (1963) using
Mie theory.

Unfortunately, calculations have yet to be
O

performed in the ultraviolet wavelength range between 911 A
O

and 228 A, which is so important to the structure of HII
regions.

Graphite models seem to give rather good agree-r

ment with the observed interstellar extinction curve up to
O

O

wavelengths of 2200 A; however, beyond 2200 A, the match is
not so good.
As with the case of the metals, a bare graphite core
can undergo collisions with lighter atomic species to form
ice mantles over the graphite centers (Wickramasinghe ejt ^1
1968b).

The graphite-ice models do a better job of fitting

the extinction results than do the models of bare graphite
particles.

In fact the agreement between the observed

extinction curve and the one calculated from the graphiteice models agree quite well down to wavelengths of about
O

1500 A (Wickramasinghe, 1968a).

However, the observed
O

"hump" in the interstellar extinction curve near 2400 A
which was successfully predicted for the pure graphite par¬
ticles is not present if the graphite particles are covered
by a mantle.
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Instead of the larger molecules such as ice, the
mantle could be formed from lighter molecules such as
Indeed, growth studies tend to confirm this basic process
in interstellar clouds (Wichramasinghe et al., 1968a).
Investigations into the nature of this grain component
indicate that for a wide range of particle sizes, the ex¬
tinction observations can be closely matched (Wickramasinghe
and Swamy, 1969).

In addition to the rather good fit with

observations, the ^-graphite models also give a hump at
o

2400 A—a fact that recommends them more highly than the
ice-graphite grain models.

However, for wavelengths shorter

O

than 2400 A, the graphite models become more transparent
than is observed.

Thus, the ^-graphite models, while ex¬

tremely intriguing, still do not represent the total picture,
iv)

Silicates
The observation of silicates in the spectra of cool M

stars, as with carbon in N stars, opened the possibilities
that silicon or its compounds played a role in the composi¬
tion and structure of interstellar grains (Woolf and Ney,
1969).

The possible silicate material ranges from the more

complex structures of olivine ( (MgFe)2SiO^) and enstatite
((MgFejSiO^) to the rather simple compound silicon dioxide
(SiC^).

These compounds have vibrational bands between

eight and ten microns which are an identifying feature of
these materials.

Grain models consisting of mixtures of

these silica compounds can be made to fit well the observed
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extinction results.

However, to get the correct fit, the

relative abundances of the silicates in the interstellar
medium would have to be a factor of nearly one hundred
greater than is presently thought.

Silicates, like iron,

may chiefly occur in mixtures of various interstellar
constituents.
In this section, we presented a variety of grain
models which describe the properties of interstellar dust.
In addition, we found that there was, at present, uncer¬
tainty as to the nature of the dust grains in space.

The

inability of present theories and observations to precise¬
ly distinguish between the various grain models means that
we must try to consider the full range of plausible dust
properties.

Unfortunately, the optical properties of

silicates, graphite, and metals have yet to be determined
in the far ultraviolet realm.

Without the absorption cross

sections for these materials in the wavelength range of our
0

O

model stellar atmospheres (911 A - 228 A), the calculations
of the structure of these model nebulae become impossible.
However, data for the absorption cross section of "dirty"
ice do exist over a rather large range of frequencies.
Thus, for this study, we adopt "dirty" ice as our grain
model.

Since calculations of the extinction curve using

any one of the above models agree in some fashion with
observations, the gross optical properties of these various
materials must be roughly similar.

Therefore, in using
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"dirty" ice, we are approximating in a very general sense
the optical properties of the actual interstellar grains.
As new data become increasingly available, the verstility
of our models will allow it to be readily included.

With

the grain properties determined, we are now ready to dis¬
cuss the effects of dust on the structure of our model
HII regions.

B.

Models of Nebulae
The basic mode of calculation has already been out¬

lined in chapters 9 and 10; however, comments on the various
input parameters are certainly in order.

The basic change

introduced by dust is the inclusion of a new term in the
attenuation factor

•

This term depends on the absorp¬

tion cross section of the dust and the number density of
the grains.

It is customary, instead of these two terms,

to use the absorption efficiency Q^g =
3 = N(dust)/N(H) where
ratio.

The term

/OTg and

'S is the dust-to-hydrogen gas

, or more generally the term 3 C

be determined from observations of HII regions.

, can

In fact,

for a number of nebulae, these parameters are known with
some degree of accuracy and are presented in table 7.

Thus,

for models calculated in this paper, dust-to-gas ratios are
-9 -13
taken in the range 10
to 10
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Table 7

Observed Dust-to-Gas Ratios for Four HII Regions
(N (H)/N(dust))Csca

Nebula
NGC 6514

2.80 x 10

20

20
22.00 x 10 u
20
6.8 x 10

NGC 6523
NGC 6611
NGC 1976
interior

1.44 x 10

exterior

5.00 x 10

N (dust) /N (H)
1.1

X

10-11

2

1.4

X

IQ'12

2

4.7

X

io-12

2

2.2

X

10-13

1

6.4

X

10-12

1

22
20U

Ref

The explanation of the table is as follows:
i) column one gives the particular object observed; in the
case of NGC 1976, the two values represent data for the
interior and exterior realms respectively; ii) column two
gives the observed values of the ratio (N(H)/N(dust))C S Cel ,
where C sea is the scattering cross section of the dust
O
measured at 4861 A and averaged over all particle sizes;
iii) column three presents an approximate value for
N(dust)/N(H) under the assumption that C

sea

is approxi-

mately equal to the geometric cross section and that all
grains have a radius of 0.1 microns; and iv) column four
gives the observer by the following code;
(1) (O’Dell and Hubbard, 1965)
(2) (O'Dell, Hubbard, and Peimbert, 1966).
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Now that the ranges of concentrations of dust are
known, the actual distribution of the dust throughout the
nebula must be considered.

This could perhaps be deter¬

mined observationally, though current reports are not very
refined.

For most of the models presented here, a constant

dust-to-gas ratio N(dust)/N(H) is assumed except in a
region very close to the star, usually within 0.05 parsecs,
where it is assumed no dust exists.

The reasons behind this

stem from detailed calculations on the processes that effect
dust within HII regions (Mathews, 1969; O'Dell and Hubbard,
1965; and Krishna Swamy, 1971).

The result of these studies

is that radiation pressure moves the dust near the star
outwards until this pressure is balanced by that of the gas
(mainly due to electrostatic collisions).

The actual

relative speed of the dust with respect to the gas in the
middle and outer realms of the nebula is less than
5 Km/sec.

This means that the gas and the dust densities

are in a fairly static condition with the dust density
varying in essentially the same manner as that of the gas.
Thus, close to the star the dust density is very small
while in the more distant parts of the nebula the dust and
gas densities are directly coupled to each other.
Finally, the absorption cross section in the ultra¬
violet is calculated from the theory of anomalous diffrac¬
tion (equation 8.14) using the wavelength dependent complex
index of refraction m" for "dirty" ice as that of table 6.

A least squares fit of the tabular values was made, and the
resulting analytical expression was used to find the
absorption cross section at specific wavelengths.

These

cross sections are then generally averaged over the par¬
ticle size distribution.

In most models considered here,

however, the cross section for the most abundant sized
particle is used.

The size distribution functions are

generally exponential in form and thus approximating them
with a delta function centered about the most abundant size
is not a serious misrepresentation.

With the various dust

and gas input parameters determined, we may now consider
the structure of the model dust-filled nebulae.

C.

Structure of Dust-filled HII Regions
With the model data completed in the previous section,

attention may now be directed to the effect of the dust on
the general structure of HII regions.

The basic concern is

to what extent does the inclusion of dust affect the size
and temperature of the HII region.
As indicated in chapter 12, the size of HII regions is
determined by the balance between the number of photoioniza¬
tions per volume per time and the number of recombinations
per volume per time—the ionization equations.

The presence

of dust modifies these equations through the appearance of
a new term Cabs (\> ) T0(dust)

in the attenuation coefficient

(equations 9.4, 5, and 7).
increases

Consequently, this term

leading to an increase in attenuation and a

decrease in the size of the region.

Physically, the result

of dust in the nebula may be viewed in the following manner
i) dust grains absorb some of the ultraviolet photons of
the star and thus decrease the number of photons that can
ionize the gas, ii) the dust re-radiates in the infrared
and these ultraviolet photons are lost forever from the
nebular gas, iii) the reduction in the number of ultra¬
violet photons means a smaller number of atoms can be
ionized and therefore, the ionization boundary is moved
inward from the dust-free case.

The main question to be

answered is how sensitive the size of diffuse nebulae is
to the presence of solid grains.
If the density of grains, N(dust), is constant
throughout the nebula, then

(dust) simply becomes

With the inclusion of grains, the simple model used in
chapter 12 to determine the extent of the HII region, R ,
is no longer valid, for now the total number of ionizing
photons emitted by the star = total number of recombina¬
tions + total number of photons absorbed by dust.

The

dependence of size on such quantities as densities and
fluxes becomes rather obscured in the exponential nature
of this relation.

Thus, a qualitative understanding of
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Table 8
r

N (dust) /N (H)

^(dust)

0.023

0

1

IQ'12

0.0094

10-10

0.940

10-9

9.40
0.83

0

3

10-12
10

IO*

10-9

0.0282
2.82
28.20
5.6

0

5

Xteas>

10-12

0.047

10-10

4.70

io"9

47.00

Table 8 presents the results of calculations for model
nebulae excited by a 40,000°K star and with constant hydro_3
gen number density of 10. cm
for various dust-to-gas
ratios.

Column one gives the distance from the center of

the nebula measured in parsecs.

Column two gives the dust-

to-gas ratio of a particular model.

Columns three and four

present the attenuation factors for the dust and gas
respectively.
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the behavior of the size of model is considered.
for purpose of example, that the

Suppose,

^v(dust) values for

nebulae with the same exciting star (40,000 K) and same
grain parameters but with different dust-to-gas ratios
N(dust)/N(H) were determined at several nebular points.
These results are presented in table 8 together with the
values for

^0(gas) = *^0(H) + %,(He) calculated from the

exact solution of the 40,000 star dust-free model. As the
“12
value of ”Vv(dust) for N(dust)/N(H) = 10
never becomes
comparable to that of the gas at any nebular point, the
effect of the dust on the size of such a region will be a
very small shift of the ionization boundary toward the star.
Comparing the results of the exact solutions for the dustfree and the above dust-filled case shows that the inclusion
of dust does move the ionization front inward.

Since the

boundary of a nebula is very sharp and the value of
there must be greater than one, table 8 indicates that it
is reasonable to expect the boundary of the N(dust)/N(H) =
10

case to occur near to three parsecs and the

N(dust)/N(H) = 10 ^ case to occur closer than one parsec.
The above reasoning is a bit crude; the problem is actually
much more complex.

As ^y(dust) rises, indicating that more

and more photons are being removed by the grains, there are
fewer and fewer photons left which are capable of ionizing
the gas,

^(gas) also begins to rise sharply.

The dust

and gas problems are thus coupled, and the argument used

X
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to derive the quantities in table 8 which considered the
dust and gas independently is very approximate though not
totally unreasonable.

In fact, figures 27(b) and 27(a)
indicate that for dust-to-gas ratios of 10 -10
and -9
10 ,
the approximate boundaries for the 40,000°K model fall at
2.9 and 0.8 parsecs respectively.

This is really an

astounding and extremely important result, that the change
in the dust-to-gas ratios of a factor of ten can change
the size of an HII region by a factor of two (very approxi¬
mately) .

Thus, the presence of dust in diffuse nebula can

drastically change their sizes, and in realms where the
ratio of dust to hydrogen is greater than the order of
10 ^ the dust physics dominates the other properties of
the regions.

In order to examine this further, Table 9

has been constructed to compare the various calculated
values of 0 g
*

o (dust) for the 40,000°K model stellar at-

mosphere at various nebular points and values of N(dust)/
-10 -9
N(H). As claimed before, in the 10
and 10
cases, the
dust dominates in the inner and middle portions of the
nebulae, playing an important role in the ultimate structure.
In figure 28, we present the results of calculations
for a model nebula excited by a 35,000°K star and with a
_3
constant hydrogen number density of 10 cm
for several
different values of the dust-to-gas ratio.

The size of the

model HII region for N(dust)/N(H) = lo”^ is not signifi¬
cantly changed from the dust-free case.

However, the size
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Table 9
r
N (dust) /N (H) =

®~g (dust)
icf9

(IV-2)

5.81

9.36

7.75

0.005

0.485

0.051

0.970

I—1

0.513

o

0.6

3.25

2.42

in

1.94

o•

0.0008

•
00

0.2

1.0

0.23

0.0097

3.0

0.756

0.0291

6.063

0.0485

N (dust) /N (H) = 10-10 (IV-3)
0.5

CM
•

N (dust) /N (H) = 10-12

in
•
o

Table 9 presents the variation of the attenuation factors
for the dust and the gas in three model nebula which are
all excited by a 40,000°K star and have constant hydrogen
.
-3
number densities of 10 cm . The numbers following the
dust-to-gas ratios indicate the specific model in table 4.
The first column gives the distance from the center of
each model measured in parsecs.

The other two columns

present the attenuation factors for the dust and gas
respectively at the particular point r.

Figure 29

x.y vs r
Variable Density Model
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of the model nebula with N(dust)/N(H) = 10 ^ is decreased
by almost forty per cent of its dust-free value.

This

reinforces our qualitative finding that for dust-to-gas
ratios greater than about 10

the dust becomes the

dominant component in the determination of the size of
model regions.

Finally, in figure 29, we present the re¬

sults of calculations for model nebulae with variable dustto-gas ratios.

As is clear from these results, the size of

the model nebulae is controlled by the dust for values of
the dust-to-gas ratio above about 10
To this point, the discussion has centered on the
size of HII regions with dust.

In addition, to the effect

on extent, the temperature is influenced by the existence
of dust.

The effect is, as presented in figure 30, to
v* -12
reduce the temperature over the nebula. For 4 = 10 ,
the electron temperature is just barely lowered from that
of the dust-free case.

It is not surprising that for the

situation in which dust produces a minor change in the
ionization, that it also has a minimal effect on the tem¬
perature as both parameters are governed by similar proJ
-10
-9
cesses. However, for the cases of ^ = 10
and 4 = 10 ,
the temperature in the outer regions of the nebular models
is lowered by 800°K and 1600°K respectively from the value
in the dust-free model.

Thus, as with the ionization,

varying the dust-to-gas ratio across the limits of its ob¬
served values causes dramatic changes in the temperature

Figure 30

Tft V£ r for various dust-to-gas ratios

>

T

«" *0,000oK

N(H)= 10. om-3
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structure of a region.
given above.

The explanation is similar to that

The absorption by dust of ultraviolet

stellar photons, in effect, decreases the average energy
per volume in the ultraviolet field available to the gas
since the energy absorbed by the dust is lost forever from
the ultraviolet part of the spectrum.

Since the energy

deposited by the stellar photon field is the chief process
governing the electron temperature structure, the tempera¬
ture must decrease as the energy per volume does.

The

electron temperature in the inner region is not affected
greatly by the presence of dust.

Since in this case

tv(dust) is small, the number of photons absorbed by the
grains is small (i.e. the dust attenuates the radiation
only slightly) and thus the energy removed by the dust is
also small.

This means the temperature balance is deter¬

mined by the gas and does not deviate greatly from the
dust free case.

In contrast, in the outer regions,

(dust)

becomes large, and dust attenuates the field greatly,
leading to the results discussed above.
The study in this section of the structural depend¬
ence of model HII regions on the amount of dust present
has led to some rather unexpected results.

Models that are

excited by the same type of star and that have the same
gas density but have different dust-to-gas ratios in the
observed range can differ drastically in their temperature
and size.

The chief result is that for certain dust
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densities, structural parameters are determined by the
dust and not the gas.
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Chapter 14

Infrared Flux from HII Regions

A main purpose of this program initially was to make
an abstract study of the properties and structure of dustfilled HII regions constructed from the latest atomic
and grain data.

However, at least in a crude sense, the

machinery is available to make calculations of the observed
properties of actual nebulae.

The principal parameters

which can readily be obtained are nebular size and the
infrared flux observed at the earth.

The size of a nebula

is determined by the ionization balance, while the infra¬
red flux is a property basically of the temperature of
the dust grains in the nebula.

There are, of course,

other parameters which our structural calculations of
model HII regions can yield.

The radio flux from continuum

free-free emission and the line intensities of the trace
elements are two such parameters.

Their calculation is

beyond the initial purpose of this study and represent a
hopeful extension of this work.

In this study, therefore,

an attempt will be made to determine from the calculated
model nebulae such observed parameters as size and flux;
the comparison with actual structures is only approximate
as the purpose of this study was not a detailed examina¬
tion of known nebulae.

However, several model regions

determined in the more abstract pursuit have properties
closely resembling those of actual diffuse nebulae.

These

1 6 1

approximate models will provide at least an order of mag¬
nitude test on the ab initio calculations in that if these
calculations can approximately reproduce the actual
observations, the models have some validity in describing
these regions.
The most fundamental experimental data available
with which to compare the results from the model calcula¬
tions are that of IR fluxes measured from the entire nebula
over a wide frequency range.

These results have been ob¬

tained for several objects by Harper

(1971),

two of which

especially lie within explanation of some of the afore¬
mentioned models.

The physical parameters of these objects

together with the important calculated results are pre¬
sented in Table 10.
In order to match Harper's infrared fluxes, the
volume emissivity for the grains is needed over the range
40 jx to 750.

This may be calculated at each radial point

r by using the nebular model results

(Ne# Te, x, and y)

together with the grain parameters in equation 8.30)

to

find the equilibrium grain temperature which in turn de¬
termines the black body intensity Bv (T ).

Using this

result in equation 8.27) and integrating between the limits
40-750/*. yields € (r) at the point r.

With the emissivity

at each point known, equation 8.33) or 8.35) gives the IR
flux observed at the earth.

Table 11 displays the results

of the actual observations and the calculated fluxes de¬
rived from the model nebulae of Table 10.
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Table 10

Obiect Distance
NGC 1976 0.50

Obs.
Radius

Model

Size

Number

- 2.0

VI-3

0.40

1

VI-4

0.51

2

VI-5

1.97

3

VI-6

1.37

4

VII-1

0.20

5

0.3

NGC 2024 0.40

pc

Kpc

pc

The first column gives the actual astrophysical object,
the second column gives the distance of this object from
the earth in units of kiloparsecs (Kpc) , and the third
column gives the observed optical radius of this object
in units of parsecs.

The fourth column indicates the

particular model nebula of table 4 that was used to approximate the actual object.

Column five presents the calculated

size of this model nebula, and column six numbers the models
for convenient reference in the text.
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1

2.95xl0-6

o
•
to

NGC 1976
(Orion A)

IR(Cal)

2

3.16x10

3

6.96xl0-6

3

8.24xl0-6

0.4

4

1.25xl0-5

o
•
00

Object

o
•
to

Table 11

FIR(obs)

4

1.78xl0“5

4.2xl0~6

5

2.29xl0“6

1.86x10""**

o

•
CM

NGC 2024

Model

erg-cm

-2

- sec

-1

F

erg-cm

-2

-6

-sec

0.15

0.2
-1

The first column gives the astrophysical object, and the
second column gives the observed infrared flux at the
earth in the wavelength range 40^ - 750yu, (Harper, 1971) .
The third column presents the number of the model nebula
used to calculate the infrared flux, and column four gives
the value of the infrared flux at the earth in the wave¬
length range 40^ - 150JA

calculated from the model nebula.

The fifth column gives the constant value of the complex
index of refraction for "dirty" ice in the wavelength
range 40^i - 750yn. .
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As discussed in chapter 8, the equilibrium grain
temperature at a particular point in the model nebula,
which in turn determines the volume emissivity in the
infrared, is found by balancing the rates at which the
grains are heated or cooled by various nebular processes.
The heating rate due to radiative processes is given by
equation 8.17).

The only radiative heating mechanism con¬

sidered in this study was the absorption by grains of the
ultraviolet photons emitted by the hot central, type 0-B
stars.

For purposes of determining the temperature or

ionization structure of a model nebula, the treatment of
the attenuation by the dust of these ultraviolet photons
is sufficient.

However, since the dust grains can absorb

photons over a rather large frequency range, other radia¬
tive processes must be considered.

As discussed before,

recombinations of electrons to the ground states of hydro¬
gen and helium produce a diffuse ultraviolet field.

This

diffuse field is also attenuated by the dust and must be
included as a part of J^ in equation 8.17).

Some HII

regions have in addition to a small number of very hot
0-B stars a sizable population of later spectral type stars
(A-F).

These stars radiate very little in the ultraviolet

and therefore have only a very minor effect on the ioniza¬
tion and temperature structures.

However, they do radiate

a sizable flux in the longer wavelengths.

These lower

frequency photons can be absorbed by the grains to heat
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them.

This second stellar component also contributes to

the flux in equation 8.17).

Finally, following recombina¬

tions to various excited levels of hydrogen and helium,
the electrons cascade to lower levels, emitting photons in
the process.

The major radiation component produced by

these cascades is that at the wavelength of Lyman alpha
(L^).

The dust grains are efficient absorbers at this

frequency? thus, the flux in the L ^ line at a particular
point in the nebula must be considered in equation 8.17).
The contributions to the grain temperature from these four
heating mechanisms are of about the same order of magnitude
(Harper, 1973) .

Since in our study we considered only one

of these mechanisms, the grain temperatures that we cal¬
culated are lower than those that would have been calculated
had all four mechanisms been included.

Thus, since the

infrared flux is directly proportional to the grain tempera¬
tures, the infrared fluxes that we calculated for a
particular nebular model should represent a lower bound to
the actual theoretical fluxes derived by considering all
four heating mechanisms.

In future calculations of the

grain temperatures, we hope to include all four heating
mechanisms in order to refine our models.
The main point of this section is to determine whether
the nebular models having a rough similarity to the actual
objects can determine to within the proper magnitude the
experimental results.

To investigate this purpose in
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greater depth, a study is initiated of each of the above
models.
NGC 1976:

The Orion nebula or M42 is probably the most
observed HII region in the whole galaxy.

It is

an extensive region of some 15 light years in diameter ex¬
cited by the Trapezium stars.

These stars have been

classified as 06p, 09III, 09.5Vp (Lee, 1968) which corres¬
pond to effective temperatures of 46,000, 35,000, and
33,000°K (Hjellming, 1968).

The actual model stellar

atmospheres used were for stars with temperatures of
50,000, 40,000, and 35,000°K which gives a model with
rather good agreement with the observed stellar types.
The radio data in this region are vast? data analyzed in
terms of nebular models give average electron densities
3 (Mezger and
congregating between 1500/cm 3
and 2500/cm
Henderson, 1967; Schraml and Mezger, 1969), making M42
a rather dense structure.

The electron density Nq, how¬

ever, is only an indirect gauge of N(H).

Recalling from

chapter 9 that Ng = xN (H) + yN(He) and that the radio
measurements are fitted to a specific model and averaged
over the nebula, the actual nebular value for N(H) can only
be taken as roughly equivalent to Ne away from the ioniza¬
tion boundary (x,y-*l) .

To be completely accurate, the

trial hydrogen densities would have to be run until the
model produced the proper observed radio flux.

Only then

would N(H) be known for the particular object considered.

Figure 31

i,Te vs r
Models 1 end 2 of the Orion Nebula

T*® 35*000; 40,000; 50,000°K

(a) N(H)= 1000. (exp (-l6.r**)+10. ) (b) N(H)= 1000. (exp(-4.r2)+10. )
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The radio fit is outside the realm of this study; however,
the Ng can be used very cautiously as an approximate guide
to N(H) over the entire nebula.

Finally, the dust-to-gas
-12
ratio appears to be approximately 10
as indicated in
Table 10.

Thus, any model approximating this region must

incorporate to varying degrees the observed parameters.
Models 1 and 2 (see Tables 10 and 11) seem to form a
lower bound on descriptions of Orion as their extent and
densities are low while the N(dust)/N(H) is a bit high with
respect to the observed parameters.

Figure 31 depicts the

calculated structure and grain temperature for these
models.

Since the emissivity is a function of the number

of dust grains (which depends on density and size), it is
not surprising that these regions give infrared fluxes of
an order of magnitude lower than observed.

Models 3 and 4,

on the other hand, seem to give rather good agreement with
observed values.

These models are based on variable density

profiles of hydrogen used to fit the radio recombination
line data (Seaton and Brocklehurst, 1971) and should approxi¬
mate the actual distribution quite well.

Also, values of

N(dust)/N (gas) are used that closely resembled the observed
results (Table 10).

The complex index of refraction for

dirty ice in this frequency range can best be approximated
as between .2 and .3, with the higher values representing
a reasonable upper bound to its value.

The structural and

grain properties of model 3 are presented in figure 32.

Figure 32

i.T

9

vs r

Model 3 of the Orion Nebula

C (fanuS)

T*= 35,000; 40,000; 50,000°K
N(H) (Brocklehurst ans Seaton, 1971)

The agreement of these models with the observed parameters
especially the IR flux, indicates that within the bounds
of the models considered that dust-filled HII regions can
indeed account for the high IR measurements.
NGC 2024;

Unlike the Orion nebula, NGC 2024 is excited
by only a single star of spectral type 09.51b

and effective temperature 31,000°K (Morton, 1969). The
3
electron density Ng is rather high, 1350/cm (Schraml and
Mezger, 1969), while the dust-to-gas ratio is not known
from experimental work.

The model atmosphere used is

very close to the observed effective temperature for the
exciting star.

In contrast, the hydrogen density was

taken as constant over the nebula and equal to 1350/cm ;
this is clearly an overestimate of the density.

The dust-

-12

to-gas ratio was selected to be 2 x 10 , a value that
approximates the average results of observed HII regions.
Even with these shortcomings, the model still gives an IR
flux to within a factor of two of the actual observed
value, but is this just fortuitous or does it represent a
plausible approximation to the real nebula?

The radio

line data seem to indicate that dense HII regions have a
high density core surrounded by a low density shell
(Brocklehurst and Seaton, 1972).

If such a structure is

taken for the approximate density distribution of NGC 2024
(Model 5'), the following graph would indicate its salient
features as compared to those of Model 5:
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In area I, the density of model 5' far exceeds that of
model 5, implying that the IR flux from this region for
model 5' is much greater than the original model.

On the

other hand, in region II, the density and therefore the
infrared flux of model 5 exceeds that of model 5'.

Thus,

for an overall comparison, the total IR flux from the two
models might be rather close even though the structural
features would be quite different, and the use of model 5
is by no means a poor estimate of the actual nebula.

In

closing, the variables used in this model are quite open
to change within a wide range of acceptibility.

For ex¬

ample, N(dust)/N(H) can be amply increased if more dust is
desired, the density distribution of N(H) is in question,
and the size of the region is smaller than observed, indi¬
cating a greater volume could be anticipated.

All of these

features could lead to better agreement of the observed
and calculated fluxes.
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The main feature of this section was to use abstract
models of actual HII regions in order to determine observa¬
ble quantities which could be compared with current data.
The models used only very approximately matched the actual
nebular parameters; however, it was felt that if these
sophisticated calculations employing crude estimates of the
radiative properties of the grains and electron density
distributions could demonstrate a similarity to the observed
nebulae, then at least the purpose of this study would be
justified.

From the limited comparisons of this section,

it appears this feeling is indeed well founded.

The re¬

sults calculated from the model nebulae agreed quite well
with their observed values, at least within the bounds of
the assumed parameters.

Under greater study, these parame¬

ters could be improved to yield better and better results.
This assertion leads to the definite conclusion that the
presence of dust in gaseous nebulae can account for the
intense infrared continuum and, for the present, nothing
exotic need be introduced to explain the infrared results.
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Chapter 15

Conclusion

The general purpose of this study was to investigate
the effects on computed models of HII regions of (1) the
newly published values of the Einstein coefficients and
collisional cross sections for the trace elements and
(2) dust grains.

The efforts in both cases were rewarded

in that their inclusion produced noticeable changes in the
structure of the nebulae.

In addition to these abstract

conclusions, the models were seen to yield predictions of
infrared fluxes and sizes which were in adequate agreement
with observation.

The study, however, is in a rather in¬

fantile state as to its major goals.

The continuation of

this project can briefly be outlined along the following
lines: i) The basic study of dust-filled nebulae needs
to be expanded to more grain models.

In addition, the

difficult problem of approximating the effect of ultra¬
violet scattering by the dust must be solved, and the
procedure used to solve for the grain temperature must be
expanded to include other processes.

These efforts,

coupled with a more direct attempt to match the parameters
of actual nebulae, should yield invaluable information not
only on the detailed structure of the regions but also on
the nature of the dust/gas models that seem compatible
with observation.

This study has pointed the way by indi¬

cating the validity of the dust component of HII regions in
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explaining the new infrared data.

The refinement of this

procedure is a much needed and obviously very valuable
pursuit.

ii) This project concerned itself mainly with

matching data in the optical and especially the infrared
regions.

The radio realm is another area in which HII

regions have been extensively examined.

The machinery is

available in the model calculations to determine the flux
produced by the free-free radio continuum.

In addition,

by using the model parameters at various nebular points, an
equation of transfer may be solved to determine the ob¬
served intensities of the high level hydrogen recombination
lines (e.g. 109«t , 9H , 114^5 , etc.).

The data from both

of these processes are readily accessible and the use of
detailed dust/gas models to calculate these values could
add much additional knowledge of the structure and composi¬
tion of HII regions.

Thus, the continuation of this initial

study lies in two broad areas: one a refinement of the
grain temperatures and infrared fluxes, another the calcu¬
lations of the properties of the radio spectrum.

The hope

would be to produce model nebulae that reproduce the
observations from the optical to the infrared and on through
the radio regions of the spectrum.

The result would be

model HII regions whose structure matched the observed
systems as never before.
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APPENDIX A

Thermalization of Electrons and Protons

In order to treat the question of whether or not the
electrons and protons in gaseous nebulae are in thermo¬
dynamical equilibrium, we first investigate the following
simple model:
i) The atomic species are all two level systems
with E^ < Ej;
ii) The electrons are divided into two classes,
those with energy greater than correspond¬
ing to velocity having number density ^
and those with energy less than E2 having
number density N^;
iii) E2 is greater than the mean energy of the low
speed electrons.
If the collisions between electrons and other nebular con¬
stituents were all elastic, then the electrons would be in
thermal equilibrium, and the problem would be solved.
Unfortunately, not all nebular processes are elastic.

In

fact only the electron-electron collisions are elastic.
Electrons can also gain energy from the inelastic processes
of photoionization and collisional de-excitation of atoms
and can lose energy by recombinations to ions and by col¬
lisional excitations.

The general assumption of steady-

state is made, where this implies that the rate of energy
loss qL must be equal to the rate of energy gain qç or
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q

q

L

G

*

(A.l)

The elastic loss mechanism involves the scattering of a
high speed electron by another electron resulting in the
high speed one losing energy and populating the low speed
regime.

The energy loss rate qee for this process can be

represented by the number of high speed electrons divided
by the average time between encounters and has the
following form (Spitzer, 1967)

<A-2>

>

where

tFivj) -

j*y?-.

——

*Vn e** Me

Ea

>

I'SATeJ

and

T

is the equilibrium electron temperature, N

is the

number density of electrons, and m is the electron mass.
Energy is also lost by collisional excitations of atomic
species from state i to j (chapter 6).
rate q

651

The energy loss

for such a process is given by
A.3)
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where

is the number density of atomic species in state

i, N

= N. + N. and 0“. . is the cross section for the
a
i
3
iD
process. The final mechanism by which electrons can lose
energy is that of the recombination of free electrons to
a bound atomic state.

As hydrogen is by far the dominant

nebular species, we consider only recombinations to the
bound levels of hydrogen with the energy loss rate
(Seaton, 1959)

;

A.4)

where
£ i.\\ -

and

S.IHI

X

[-0.11 + Vj. \nXl

= I.S«11*>o*/T,

The inelastic loss processes tend to produce deviations
from thermal equilibrium, while the inelastic gain
mechanisms tend to restore the equilibrium condition.

We

wish to demonstrate that this deviation is small and thus
that the electrons are in a condition of thermal equilibrium.
The greatest deviation from thermal equilibrium would occur
if there were no inelastic processes by which the electrons
could gain energy.

If we can show that the deviation

from thermal equilibrium for the case where inelastic gain
mechanisms are ignored is small, then it would be even
smaller in the more general case where the gain mechanisms
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were included.

Thus, for the remaining argument, we ig¬

nore the inelastic gain mechanisms.

The effects of the

elastic processes can be evaluated in the following way.
If the system were in thermodynamical equilibrium, the
Boltzman formula would dictate the relative populations
of states differing in energy by

a

i*

as

e-*a/*T*

A.5)

where f^ and f^ are the respective partition functions, and
the star (*) on a number represents its value at thermo¬
dynamical equilibrium.

For purposes of our argument, the

elastic collisional rate for electron-electron interactions
by which low speed electrons gain energy and are thus
raised to the high speed regime is denoted by <3ee*

Thus,

equation A.l) can be represented as
A.6)
If the rates of the inelastic processes were to go to zero,
then the system would be in thermal equilibrium and the
ratio of the state populations would agree with equation
A.5).

This requirement gives

)
with the resulting rate balance equation
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Thus, the term on the right hand side gives the deviation
of the system from thermodynamical equilibrium.

Each

term in b must be evaluated for values of the parameters
characteristic of HII regions.

Typically in such regions,

the electron temperature is on the order of a few thousand
degrees which means that only those atomic levels which
are within a few electron volts of the ground state will
be excited by collisions.

Considering an electron with an

energy of a few electron volts, tE is on the order of
10^/N- and

O*. .

10

This implies that

N^cr.. te ~
~ -3
In HII regions, N.X
=10
N 3 , and the value of the contribution from the collisional excitation rate is very small
_7
10 ) compared to one. Similarly, the recombination
contribution goes as
(*lTa\tE

^ \Cf* MHÏ \<f*

and is of negligible importance to the value of b.

Thus,

from this analysis, the conclusion is that b = 1, and the
electrons are in thermodynamical equilibrium at temperature
Te.

A similar case can be made for the protons.

Investi¬

gations of this problem in much greater detail were per-
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formed by Bohm and Aller (1947).

The results of those

studies showed that the deviations of the electron and
proton velocity distributions from the thermal equilibrium
case were very small.
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APPENDIX B

Population of the Ground State

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that
for nebular problems all atomic species or ionic species
occur primarily in their ground state.

For the purposes

of argument, an atomic two level system is considered with
levels i and j with energies E^ < Ej < 0.

From simple

radiation theory (Pauling and Wilson, 1935), the following
relations for the Einstein A and B coefficients hold in
a steady state condition
# transitions i-*j/vol/time =
# transitions j

=

i/vol/time =

+

B

jiJv )

•

B.l)

where N^, Nj are number densities in the i and j levels.
is the mean intensity, and B^j, B^, Aj^ are the
Einstein coefficients for absorption, stimulated emission,
and spontaneous emission.

In this representation, the

ratio of the state population becomes

ill

=

i

l

N

3*

(B.2

v

with the Einstein coefficients related by
Qij

=

Bjv

ft"

r

B;,j laft-o’c'1)

A small volume of the atomic species is considered at some
distance r from the center of a spherical star of radius R
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that radiates as a black body at high effective tempera¬
ture (i.e. chiefly in the ultraviolet).

For such a star,

the surface intensity may be approximated by the Wien's
form of the black body law

v ,/vr
B,iv
e"
* ,
»= ^
a
t

B.4)

and the mean intensity at a point r from the star

3,

=

A

BVIT^

.

B.5)

Thus, using equations B.3,4, and 5) in equation B.2) the
following result emerges

ÜÀ =
Ni

~ \l.fe‘k'v,kT'' .

!

1+

For nebular dimensions, R* ~ 10

B.6)

l***
_7

e, and equation B.6) gives

the stated result

- lo"

4

Ni
Therefore, the great majority of atoms and ions exist
in the ground state i.
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APPENDIX C

Rate Equations

In determining the structure of diffuse nebulae,
the important quantity is the rate at which a particular
process proceeds.

In that the major reactions are col-

lisional in nature (either particle-particle or photonparticle) , a brief, general treatment of various
collisional rates seems apropos.
The following simple model is used to derive the
basic rate equation for particle-particle reactions:
Particles of species A are at rest with number density
while particles of species B have a velocity distribu¬
tion f(v)dv and number density Ng, such that Ngf(v)dv is
the number of particles of species B per unit volume with
velocity between v and v+dv.

The cross section for a
*

collision between A and B is given by

(J^g.

In a time

dt, one species B particle will sweep out an interaction
volume V^nt = O^gVdt.

As all particles of species A

within this volume undergo collisions, the number of col¬
lisions per unit time of species A particles with one
species B particle is V^nfcNA

or N

A ^ABV*

^e

tota

^ number

The cross section may be viewed either as an area TTa 2
such that the process occurs if the distance of closest
approach of the reactants is less than aQ or as the ratio
between the number of particles (energy) removed from
the incident beam to the intensity (number (energy) per
unit area) of the incident beam.
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of AB collisions per unit volume per unit time is the
product of the rate of collisions of species A particles
with one of species B and the number of B particles per
unit volume with velocities v—*v+dv, integrated over all
velocities present.

This integrated number rate qAB is

given as

N N

» a[

C.l)

i

‘r

9

The rate at which energy is removed from the incident par¬
ticle beam can be found by simply multiplying the integrand
of equation C.l) by the incident energy of a particle,
(l/2)m_v .

The integrated energy rate qA_. is then given by

JD

AD

«W

C.2)

In considering the rate equations for photon-particle
processes, a slightly different tack is employed.

One

visualizes an incident beam of light of intensity I ^

(II )

(energy per unit area normal to the incident direction
per unit time per unit frequency interval per sterad)

im¬

pinging in a fixed direction on a medium of number density
N.

We also assume an energy dependent cross section

denoted by

(\) ) .

in the same fashion as in the particle-

particle case, a single photon sweeps out an interaction
volume ^ =

c^(V ) cdt.

This implies that the total

number of collisions of a single photon with the particles
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per unit time is

^.N/dt

or

c((V)cN.

The total number

of photon-particle collisions per unit area per unit time
is equal to the product of the rate of single photon col¬
lisions

o< (V ) cN and the number of photons with frequency

\) —1* + cW
Nc dt, (y )I

v

per unit area (I

(&)dt/hy .

y

(IL)dt/hy ), giving

To find the total number of col¬

lisions per unit volume per unit time, a division by the
length of the interaction region cdt and an integration
over all frequencies is necessary.

Therefore, the number

rate ^ for photon-particle collisions becomes

(^ = J N

I [SL\

This formula is applicable for radiation incident in only
one direction.

To find the total rate for radiation inci¬

dent in all directions, it is necessary to integrate over
all incident directions, in other words, over all solid
angles dll .

Therefore, the total number of photon-particle

interactions per unit volume per unit time must equal

■*

h»

J

v

From the theory of radiative transfer, the direction
averaged intensity is defined as the mean intensity
having the form

s x
*

HTt

[ mu
diL
»

J
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Using this definition, the total number of photon-particle
interactions per unit volume per unit time c^r becomes

<yr -

Finally,

HTT U J

^

.

[cm"3-sec"1]

C.3)

if the rate at which energy is removed from the

incident beam is desired, equation C.3)
the energy per incident photon hv •

is multiplied by

qr, the energy re¬

moved per unit volume per unit time is

s ‘Vit U

[

[erg-sec ^-cm-3] C.4)

or in terms of the incident flux ( TtF = î 1 UIWo*©

(^r

a

N\

*FN\ à»

*

)

C.5)
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